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ABSTRACT 

 
A Cross Cultural Study on White-Collar Workers’  

Learning Styles in a Multinational Corporation 

 
Sang Hak Gary Kim 

The Graduate School of Seoul National University 

 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the learning styles of the employees 

working for a multinational corporation operating in Brazil, China, India, Indonesia, 

South Korea, Mexico, Poland, Russia, South Africa and Vietnam.  Based on 

several prior studies, the following research questions were raised: (1) How 

different is culture in various countries? (2) Are there any significant differences in 

learning styles among the employees in various countries? (3) Does culture have 

any significant impact on the learning styles? (4) Do demographical factors have 

any significant impact on the employees’ learning styles? 

 The population of the study consisted of employees in a multinational 

corporation and LG Electronics was chosen by using the purposeful sampling 

method.  To compare the learning styles of employees working in various locations, 

a total sample of 286 subjects from 10 countries was used for this research.  As the 

target population uses various languages, the survey recipients were carefully 

chosen with the help from HR teams in various subsidiaries around the world.  The 

survey data were analyzed to find the answers for the research questions by using 

different statistical methods, including correlation analysis, t-test and ANOVA.  
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SPSS Statistics version 19 was used for all the verifications.  

The results of this study is as follows: First, the examined countries in this study: 

Brazil, China, India, Indonesia, Korea, Mexico, Poland, Russia, South Africa and 

Vietnam differ from one another based on the examination of their cultural 

dimension index scores.  Second, the analysis revealed that the average learning 

style patterns for the employees working for this multinational corporation vary 

depending on their nationalities.  Third, unlike prior studies that found a 

relationship between individualism and learning styles, this study found that 

learning styles have stronger correlations with Power Distance and Indulgence vs. 

Restraint than the other cultural dimensions.  Finally, this study verified the 

significant effect by years of education, areas of specialization and positions (grades) 

on the learning style preferences among several demographic variables.  

Four suggestions were proposed for future researches: First, more studies are 

necessary to identify ways to study and measure the relationship between culture 

and learning styles so that corporate practitioners can come up with more suitable 

training programs for employees from various cultural backgrounds. Second, it 

could be meaningful to consider how corporate culture plays a role as an influential 

variable for learning style preference.  Finally, further studies in a corporate 

learning context are recommended be extended to practical advice for HRD 

practitioners.  

------------------------------------------------------------- 

Keywords: learning styles, cross culture, multinational corporation 

Student Number: 2007-21285 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

1. Significance of the Study 

The current business world is not divided by borders. Adler (2008) mentions 

that the terms international, multinational, transnational and global can no longer 

be relegated to a subset of organizations or to a division within the organization. 

Adler also claims that definitions of success now transcend national boundaries.  

We can find a number of multinational corporations (MNCs) operating in 

various countries. A multinational company is broadly defined as any company that 

engages in business functions beyond its domestic borders (Cullen & Parboteeah, 

2008). In 2011, foreign affiliates of MNCs employed an estimated 69 million 

workers, who generated $28 trillion in sales and $7 trillion in value added, some 9 

percent up from 2010 (UNCTAD, 2012). When those companies do their business 

outside their home countries, it is inevitable that they hire employees in the host 

countries. 

When there are employees who need to do their jobs in various countries, 

Human Resource Development (HRD) departments in their headquarters directly or 

indirectly train those using different methods. Let’s imagine an HRD professional in 

Korea trying to train managers who are hired and working in India. Without any 

knowledge or experience in training Indian managers, it is not likely that the 

manager will be successful in training them. This indicates the importance of 
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cross-cultural understanding when there is a need to train multinational employees 

by considering effective methods of learning.   

There are several studies that verify the relationship between culture and 

learning. For example, Hofstede (1986) introduces a testimony from a British 

training manager: ―Our African engineers do not ―think‖ like engineers, they tend to 

tackle symptoms, rather than view the equipment as a system.‖ It is not difficult to 

recognize the difference in training scenes in various countries. In another example, 

the importance of not being confused with Indian employees’ nodding yes (which 

makes inexperienced trainers wonder if they understand what they heard is just the 

beginning. Chinese managers have more respect for their teachers or instructors 

than the ones in Brazil, which probably affects the different expectation level of 

instructors.   

Hayes and Allison (1988) conducted a foundational study by establishing that 

there are important cultural differences in the learning styles of managers from three 

different countries.  Franchi (2002) also found that there is a relationship between 

culture and preference for particular learning/productivity style. Joy and Kolb (2009) 

concluded that it is evident that culture has an impact on the learning style scales 

that is comparable to that of some of the demographic variables. 

As mentioned above, there are numerous studies comparing various cultures 

(countries) in the aspect of different learning styles. What makes this study different 

is not only because it deals with a multinational corporation with its headquarters in 
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Korea, but it groups the countries in which its subsidiaries are operating into seven 

different cultural clusters to compare their employees’ learning styles as well as 

those of eleven different nationalities. As this study tries to verify if culture affects 

the learning styles of workers in various countries while considering the other 

variables such as age, gender, length of prior education, areas of specialization and 

years of service, it provides some implications for HRD professionals in other 

multinational companies when they plan to offer training for the employees with a 

variety of cultural backgrounds.  

2. Purpose of the Study 

This study is to explore the learning styles of the white-collar workers of a 

multinational corporation in ten different countries: Brazil, China, India, Indonesia, 

Korea, Mexico, Poland, Russia, South Africa and Vietnam. The specific objectives 

are as follows:  

1. To verify the cultural differences in various dimensions among the 

employees in ten different countries 

2. To verify the differences in the learning styles among employees in ten 

countries 

3. To find if culture has any relationships with the employees’ learning styles 

4. To figure out whether the demographic factors, such as age, gender, length 

of prior education, areas of expertise, years of service have significant 

impact on employees’ learning styles 
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3. Research Questions 

Research questions to be pursued in this study are described below:  

Question 1: Are there any significant cultural differences in terms of the 

six different dimensions by Hofstede among the employees in 

ten different countries? 

Question 2: Are there any significant differences in the learning styles 

from Kolb’s Inventory among the employees in ten different 

countries? 

Question 3: Do any of the cultural dimensions have relationships with the 

employees’ learning styles? 

Question 4: Do demographic factors have any significant impact on the 

employees’ learning styles? 

 

4. Operational Definitions 

A. Learning styles 

Learning styles are ―personal dispositions that influence a student’s ability 

to acquire information, to interact with peers and the teacher, and to otherwise 
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participate in learning experiences‖ (Grasha, 1996, p. 126). In this study, learning 

styles reflect subjects’ positioning on a concrete/abstract continuum and an 

active/reflective continuum of learning which was defined by Kolb (2015). 

B. Culture  

Hofstede (2010) defines culture as ―the collective programming of the 

mind that distinguishes the members of one group or category of people from 

others.‖ Culture is the means by which people communicate, perpetuate, and 

develop their knowledge about their attitude towards life. Culture is the fabric of 

meaning in terms of how human beings interpret their experience and guide their 

action (Geertz, 1973). In this study, it means the index scores from the responses by 

subjects on Power Distance, Individualism vs. Collectivism, Uncertainty Avoidance, 

Masculinity vs. Femininity, Long-term Orientation and Indulgence vs. Restraint.  

C. White-collar workers 

 The Blackwell Dictionary of Sociology (Johnson, 1995) defines the 

white-collar worker as a person whose work is primarily non-manual (e.g. office 

worker). Unfortunately, a more precise definition is difficult to achieve: 

"White-collar people cannot be adequately defined along any one possible 

dimension of stratification - skill, function, class, status, or power. They are 

generally in the middle ranges on each of these dimensions and on every descriptive 

attribute (Mills, 2002).‖ In this study, white-collar workers are the ones who work 
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at offices instead of factory assembly lines.  

D. Multinational corporation 

A multinational or transnational enterprise is an enterprise that engages in 

foreign direct investment (FDI) and owns or, in some way, controls value-added 

activities in more than one country (Dunning & Lundan, 2008). It is characterized 

by a centralized parent company that controls strategy, technology, and resource 

allocation, as well as localized national or regional operations that handle decisions 

regarding marketing, sales, manufacturing, customer service, and competitive 

tactics (Brake & Walker, 1994). In this study, it refers to LG Electronics Inc. which 

is headquartered in Korea and operates in various countries. 

 

5. Limitations 

  First, this study has the limitation of generalization because it used a purposeful 

sampling method. There are various multinational corporations in the world but 

realistically it is almost impossible to do random sampling. That’s why one 

multinational company was chosen as a research target. Second, the survey 

questionnaire was provided only in English for all recipients who have their own 

native languages besides English. Due to time and cost issues, it was not possible to 

translate the questionnaire into the languages of target recipients for their easier 

understanding. Third, it was difficult to directly compare the cultural characteristics 

of different countries with the individual employees’ learning styles. Finally, the 
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size of the sample was not big enough to compare the cultural dimensions. It was 

because the number of employees in the target corporation varies country by 

country.   
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

1. Learning Styles 

As Knowles (1990) observes, learning is a process that is internal to and 

controlled by the learner. It is important to understand learning as both process and 

product, both in continuous relationship with each other. Although individuals learn 

continuously, they do learn and process information in different ways, and have 

preferences about how they learn. Thus, everyone has a learning style (Sims and 

Sims, 2006).  

The idea that people learn differently is venerable and probably had its origin 

with the ancient Greeks (Wratcher, Morrison, Riley and Scheirton, 1997). Prior to 

the mid-1970s, researchers experimented with cognitive style; their definitions were 

different, but all were concerned with how the mind actually processed information 

or was affected by individual perceptions. After the early 1970s, other writers and 

researchers developed various definitions, models, instruments, and techniques for 

assessing individual learning characteristics. In some ways those models have 

differed and will continue to do so, but many revealed essential similarities and 

were mutually supportive (Sims and Sims, 1995). Table II-1 is the list of definitions 

of learning styles that were arranged by Sims and Sims (2006): 
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<Table II-1> Definitions of Learning Style 

Scholar(s) Year Definition 

Smith 1982 A person’s highly individualized preferences and tendencies 

that influence his or her learning 

Cornett 1983 Overall patterns that give general direction to learning 

behavior 

Kolb 1984 The medium or the “how’ through which learners construct 

meaning out of stimuli 

Silver and 

Hanson 

1986 A reflection of one’s choice of preferred functions for 

perception (how data are perceived or collected), and how 

these same data are judged and mentally processed, i.e. how 

the individual comes to conclusions about the meaning and 

importance of specific data 

Pask 1988 A ‘predisposition’ to adopt a particular learning strategy 

Dune, 

Beaudry, and 

Klavas 

1989 A biologically and developmentally imposed set of personal 

characteristics that make the same teaching method effective 

for some students and ineffective for others 

Toye 1989 Learning variation between individuals in the way they 

approach learning tasks 

Dunn and 

Dunn 

1992 The way each learner begins to concentrate on, process and 

remember new and difficult information 

James and 

Blank 

1993 The complex manner in which, and conditions under which, 

learners most efficiently and most effectively perceive, 

process, store, and recall what they are attempting to learn 

Keefe (as 

cited in 

Swanson) 

1995 The cognitive, affective, and physiological factors that serve 

as relatively stable indicators of how learners perceive, 

interact with, and respond to the learning environment 

Gremli 1996 The way that person begins to process, internalize and 

concentrate on new material 

Reynolds 1997 personal cognitive abilities, acquired in the course of a long 

socialization process 

Sarasin 1998 The preference or predisposition of an individual to perceive 

and process information in a particular way or combination 

of ways 

Barmeyer 2004 The individual, natural and preferred way of a person to treat 

information and feelings in a certain learning situation which 

will influence his decisions and behaviors 
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Since David Kolb introduced learning styles to education literature in the 

mid-1960s, many education researchers have investigated the learning styles of 

different populations (Black, 2008). For example, understanding the learning styles 

of students can help instructors modify math instruction according to student 

preferences for learning. Proponents of learning style research contend that students 

are happier and stay longer in school when instructional approaches match their 

learning styles (Claxton & Murrell, 1987). Furthermore, a study by Buch and 

Bartley (2002) found that surveyed trainees preferred different delivery modes of 

instruction according to their learning styles, suggesting that the understanding of 

learning styles is important in designing effective training programs in a business 

environment. 

According to Kolb (2015), Experiential Learning Theory (ELT) offers a 

fundamentally different view of the learning process from that of the behavioral 

theories of learning based on an empirical epistemology or the more implicit 

theories of learning that underlie traditional educational methods. He points out that 

this theory provides a holistic perspective on learning that combines experience, 

perception, cognition, and behavior. ELT defines learning as ―the process whereby 

knowledge is created through the transformation of experience. Knowledge results 

from the combination of grasping and transforming experience: (Kolb, 1984).  

The ELT model portrays two dialectically related modes of grasping experience 

– concrete experience (CE) and abstract conceptualization (AC) – and two 
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dialectically related modes of transforming experience – reflective observation (RO) 

and active experimentation (AE). As you can find Figure II-1, the experiential 

learning process is portrayed as an idealized learning cycle or spiral where the 

learner ―touches all the bases‖ – experiencing, reflecting, thinking and acting – in a 

recursive process that is responsive to the learning situation and what is being 

learned. (Joy & Kolb, 2008) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

<Figure II-1> Experiential Learning Cycle (Kolb, 1984) 

Franchi (2002) points out that there has been little empirical research done to 

evaluate the application of learning styles in work organizations. In addition, 

practitioners appear to have little or no knowledge on learning styles that have been 

undertaken in educational settings (Hayes & Allison, 1997).   
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Black (2008) explains that the Kolb Learning Styles Inventory (LSI) was 

developed based on the Experiential Learning Model. It contains a series of 

questions about how people prefer to learn through experience. This instrument 

characterizes learning styles along four orientations in the cycle in Figure II-1. How 

individual learners prefer to perceive information is represented by how they lie on 

the continuum between concrete experience and abstract conceptualization. Those 

that lean towards concrete experience prefer to perceive information through 

specific experiences and by relating to people, and are typically sensitive to the 

feelings of others. Those that prefer abstract conceptualization perceive information 

by logically analyzing ideas and planning systematically. How individual learners 

prefer to process information is represented by how they lie on the continuum 

between active experimentation and reflective observation. 

Each of the four quadrants is defined as a learning ability relating to diverging, 

assimilating, converging or accommodating. Kolb et al. (1995) claims that all four 

learning abilities are relevant, but each individual tends to prefer one or more over 

the others. This is described briefly in Table II-2. Those that lean towards active 

experimentation prefer to process information by doing and are known for taking 

risks, influencing people and having the ability to get things done. Those that prefer 

reflective observation process information by reflecting and will view issues from 

different perspectives and will carefully observe before making judgments. (Kolb, 

1995) 
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<Table II-2> Characteristics of the Basic Learning Styles (Kolb, 2015) 

Learning style Strength Emphasis 

Divergent Imaginative ability, 

awareness of meaning 

and values  

Adaptation by observation 

rather than action 

Assimilation Inductive reasoning, 

creating theoretical 

models 

Having logically sound and 

precise ideas 

Convergent Problem solving, decision 

making 

Dealing with technical tasks 

and problems rather than 

social and interpersonal issues 

Accommodative Carrying out plans and 

tasks, getting involved in 

new experiences 

Solving problems in an intuitive 

trial-and-error manner 

Data from empirical and clinical studies over the years have shown that these 

four learning style types – Diverging, Assimilating, Converging and 

Accommodating – can be refined further into a nine-style typology that better 

defines the unique patterns of individual learning styles and reduces the confusion 

introduced by borderline cases in the old four-style typology (Kolb, 2015). Figure 

II-2 shows the styles around the Cycle.   
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<Figure II-2> The Nine Learning Styles of the Learning Cycle (Paterson & Rutledge, 

2014) 

 

Each style is characterized by specific capabilities; for example, people who 

prefer the Experiencing style in the north position on the compass ―are more likely 

to learn from deep involvement in their experience and contexts; rely on their 

feelings; approach problem solving intuitively rather than logically; be seen as 

sensitive, empathetic, helpful and intuitive‖ (Kolb & Kolb, 2011). Table II-3 gives 

brief descriptions of the nine styles. 
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<Table II-3> Description of the Nine Learning Styles Embedded in the Learning 
Cycle and their Associated Capabilities (Kolb & Paterson, 2013) 

Learning style Style Description Capabilities 

Initiating Experimenting with new 
courses of action to deal 
with situations and 
experiences 

 Influencing 
 Opportunity-seeking 
 Taking initiative 
 Committing to objectives 

Experiencing Finding meaning from deep 
involvement in experiences 
and relationships 

 Embracing emotions and intuition 
 Attending 
 Being mindful and present 
 Being in relationships 

Imagining Creating meaning by 
observing and reflecting on 
experiences and considering 
a range of possible solutions 

 Possibility-thinking, dreaming 
 Appreciating diversity 
 Empathy 
 Receptivity 

Reflecting Connecting experiences and 
ideas through sustained 
reflection 

 Observation 
 Perspective-taking 
 Perceptivity 

Analyzing Integrating and 
systematizing ideas through 
reflection 

 Planning systematically 
 Synthesizing 
 Understanding conceptual 

structures 
 Testing assumptions 

Thinking Demonstrating the 
capability for disciplined 
involvement in abstract 
reasoning, mathematics and 
logic 

 Quantitative analysis 
 Objectivity and neutrality 
 Focus on single objective 

Deciding Using theories and models 
to choose a single course of 
action to solve problems 
and achieve practical results 

 Solving problems 
 Setting goals and priorities 
 Evaluating ideas and solutions 
 Making decisions 

Acting Taking assertive, 
goal-directed action that 
integrates people and tasks 

 Acting to get things done 
 Leading work teams 
 Balancing technical knowledge and 

relationships 

Balancing Weighing the pros and cons 
of acting versus reflecting 
and experiencing versus 
thinking to assume any 
learning style 

 Adapting 
 Considering all options 
 Assuming a holistic perspective to 

find blind spots 
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There are other diagnosing tools to figure out individuals’ learning styles other 

than Kolb’s LSI.  Honey and Mumford’s Learning Style Questionnaire (LSQ) is 

one of them. According to Allinson and Hayes (1988), the LSQ is comprised of 80 

statements which respondents are asked to indicate broad agreement or 

disagreement. The aim is to discover general behavioral trends and the 80 

statements consist of four subsets of 20 randomly-ordered items, each subset 

measuring a particular learning style. The four styles are broadly equivalent to the 

four stages of Kolb's cycle. Activists learn through involvement in new experiences, 

becoming bored with implementation and longer-term consolidation. Reflectors 

learn by observing events from different perspectives, collecting and analyzing data 

about them. Theorists learn through integrating observations into a conceptual 

framework, relying on rationality and logic to achieve a synthesis. Pragmatists learn 

by testing ideas, theories and techniques to see if they work in practice, using them 

as a basis for decision-making and problem-solving. Items from the four subsets 

include statements such as the following: 

‘I believe that formal procedures and policies cramp people’s style’ (Activist); 

‘I like to reach a decision carefully after weighing up many alternatives’ 

(Reflector); 

‘I regularly question people about their basic assumptions’ (Theorist); 

‘I tend to reject wild, off-the-top-of-the-head ideas as being 

impractical’(Pragmatist). 
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Black (2008) explains the Grasha-Reichmann Student Learning Style Scale 

which is another instrument that categorizes learning styles as dependent, 

independent, competitive, collaborative, avoidant, and participant. Black (2008) 

points out that a review of the literature, however, did not reveal any studies that 

employed this instrument in a business environment; implying that it is not a 

well-accepted learning style instrument in the business realm.  

The Kolb LSI 3.1 was used in this study to measure learning styles of the 

employees of a multinational corporation. It is well accepted in management 

learning and education (Kayes, 2002) and it has also been used in several 

cross-cultural studies that have examined learning styles of business and accounting 

students (Auyeug & Sands, 1996; Yuen & Lee, 1994) and accounting practitioners 

(Kerr, 2004).   

2. Cross Cultural Research 

Several researchers (Hofstede, 2001; Marquardt & Engel, 1993; Trompennars & 

Hampden-Turner, 1998) have described culture as having many layers, much like an 

onion. It is what is at the center of the ―onion,‖ that which we cannot see when 

encountering people from another culture, that has the biggest impact on behavior. As 

shown in Figure II-3, the outer layers of culture include symbols (e.g., words, gestures, 

pictures), heroes (persons, real or imagined that serve as role models), and rituals (e.g., 

ways or greeting, social religious ceremonies). The inner layer is formed of values and 

underlying assumptions that are not easily understood by others and are most resistant to 
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change.  

Contemporary anthropologists define culture as ―an ideational system,‖ 

referring to ―what humans learn, not what they do and make‖ (Keesing, 1981). 

Geertz defines culture as the fabric of meaning in terms of which human beings 

interpret their experiences and guide their actions (Geertz, 1973). To Geertz, culture 

is the web of significance created by man in which he suspends himself. In that 

sense, culture is something people share and it represents the world that they live in. 

Although it is not an easy task to understand other cultures, it is required for people 

who are living in this borderless world. There are various perspectives and tools to 

understand different cultures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

<Figure II-3> The “Onion”: Manifestations of Culture at Different Levels of Depth  
(Hofstede, 2010) 
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   Despite the apparently unlimited variations on culture, it is possible to extract 

some general characteristics agreed upon by the majority of scholars: First, culture 

is acknowledged to be learned and not inherited. It is acquired by learning and 

experiencing. Second, it is shared by a significant number of people in a group, an 

organization or a society. Third, it is trans-generational in the sense that culture is 

created by a cumulative process, passed down from generations. Fifth, culture has 

its own pattern that is not chaotic. It has structure and is integrated. Finally, it is 

adaptive as it is based on the human capacity to change or adapt (Vergnes, 2003).  

   If we look at culture in a corporate context, various cultural aspects should be 

highlighted in different phases of organizational forms as described in Figure II-4. 

For a Multinational organizational form that is the focus of this study, the 

importance of culture decreases because localized structure reduces the need for 

cross-cultural awareness. However, the need for cultural diversity and cross-cultural 

management skills are required for an organization to transform into a 

Global/Transnational organization. 
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Domestic 

Domestic 
multiculturalism 
making an 
impact. 

Export 

Ability 
required to 
negotiate and 
to do 
business with 
foreign 
distributors. 

International 

Must adapt 
products and 
services to local 
cultures. Cultural 
diversity strongly 
affects external 
relationships, 
especially with and 
foreign workers. 

Multinational 

Localized 
structure reduces 
need for 
cross-cultural 
awareness. 

Global/ 
Transnational 

Need to manage 
cultural diversity 
inside and 
outside the 
company. All 
levels need 
cross-cultural 
management 
skills for 
maximum 
flexibility. 

     

<Figure II-4> Organizational Form and the Importance of Culture (Training Management 
Corporation, 1992)

Importance of Culture 
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A. Hofstede’s Cultural Dimensions 

In 1980, Geert Hofstede published his seminal study on "Culture's 

Consequences: International Differences in Work-Related Values." Its conceptual 

sweep and statistical thoroughness greatly stimulated activities in international 

management research and development in the 80's (Hoppe, 1990). Hofstede (1980, 

2001) carried out significant research on the differences between cultures by 

comparing the dimensions of thinking and social action for 53 different countries. 

The survey results from 116,000 respondents were collected in 1968 and in 1972 

from worldwide subsidiary employees of IBM.   

From the data collected, Hofstede found that national culture varied along four 

dimensions which are Power Distance, Individualism vs. Collectivism, Uncertainty 

Avoidance, and Masculinity vs. Femininity and later added two more dimensions 

which are Long-term Orientation and Indulgence vs. Restraint as described below 

(Hofstede, 2011): 

Power Distance: It is defined as the extent to which the less powerful members 

of organizations and institutions (like the family) accept and expect that power is 

distributed unequally. This represents inequality (more versus less), but defined 

from below, not from above. It suggests that a society's level of inequality is 

endorsed by the followers as much as by the leaders. Power and inequality, of 

course, are fundamental facts of any society. All societies are unequal, but some are 

more unequal than others (Hofstede, 2011). 
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<Table II-4> Ten Differences Between Small- and Large-Power-Distance Societies 

Small Power Distance Large Power Distance 

Use of power should be legitimate and is 

subject to criteria of good and evil 

Inequalities among people are expected and 

desired. 

Parents treat children as equals. Parents teach children obedience. 

Older people are neither respected nor 

feared 

Older people are both respected and feared 

Student-centered education Teacher-centered education 

Hierarchy means inequality of roles, 

established for convenience 

Hierarchy means existential inequality 

Subordinates expect to be consulted Subordinates expect to be told what to do 

Pluralist governments based on majority 

vote and changed peacefully 

Autocratic governments based on co-optation 

and changed by revolution 

Corruption rare; scandals end political 

careers 

Corruption frequent; scandals are covered up 

Income distribution in society rather even Income distribution in society very uneven 

Religions stressing equality of believers Religions with a hierarchy of priests 

Source: Hofstede, G. (2011). Dimensionalizing Cultures: The Hofstede Model in Context. Online Readings in 
Psychology and Culture, 2(1). http://dx.doi.org/10.9707/2307-0919.1014 

http://dx.doi.org/10.9707/2307-0919.1014
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Individualism versus Collectivism: Individualism on the one side versus its opposite, 

Collectivism, as a societal, not an individual characteristic, is the degree to which people in 

a society are integrated into groups. On the individualist side we find cultures in which the 

ties between individuals are loose: everyone is expected to look after him/herself and 

his/her immediate family. On the collectivist side we find cultures in which people from 

birth onwards are integrated into strong, cohesive in-groups, often extended families (with 

uncles, aunts and grandparents) that continue protecting them in exchange for 

unquestioning loyalty, and oppose other in-groups. Table II-5 lists a selection of 

differences associated with this dimension. (Hofstede, 2011) 

 

<Table II-5> Ten Differences Between Collectivist and Individualist Societies 

Collectivism Individualism 

People are born into extended families or 

clans which protect them in exchange for 

loyalty 

Everyone is supposed to take care of him- or 

herself and his or her immediate family only 

"We" –consciousness "I" – consciousness 

Stress on belonging Right of privacy 

Harmony should always be maintained Speaking one's mind is healthy 

Others classified as in-group or out-group Others classified as individuals 

Opinions and votes predetermined by 

in-group 

Personal opinion expected: one person one 

vote 

Transgression of norms leads to shame 

feelings 

Transgression of norms leads to guilt feelings 

Languages in which the word "I" is avoided Languages in which the word "I" is 

indispensable 

Purpose of education is learning how to do Purpose of education is learning how to learn 

Relationship prevails over task Task prevails over relationship 

Source: Hofstede, G. (2011). Dimensionalizing Cultures: The Hofstede Model in Context. Online Readings in 
Psychology and Culture, 2(1). http://dx.doi.org/10.9707/2307-0919.1014

http://dx.doi.org/10.9707/2307-0919.1014
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Uncertainty Avoidance: It is not the same as risk avoidance; it deals with a 

society's tolerance for ambiguity. It indicates to what extent a culture programs its 

members to feel either uncomfortable or comfortable in unstructured situations. 

Unstructured situations are novel, unknown, surprising, and different from usual. 

Uncertainty avoiding cultures try to minimize the possibility of such situations by 

strict behavioral codes, laws and rules, disapproval of deviant opinions, and a belief 

in absolute Truth; 'there can only be one Truth and we have it'.  Table II-6 lists a 

selection of differences with this dimension (Hofstede, 2011). 

<Table II-6> Ten Differences Between Weak- and Strong- Uncertainty Avoidance 
Societies 

Weak Uncertainty Avoidance Strong Uncertainty Avoidance 

The uncertainty inherent in life is accepted and 

each day is taken as it comes 

The uncertainty inherent in life is felt as a 

continuous threat that must be fought 

Ease, lower stress, self-control, low anxiety Higher stress, emotionality, anxiety, 

neuroticism 

Higher scores on subjective health and 

wellbeing 

Lower scores on subjective health and 

well-being 

Tolerance of deviant persons and ideas: what is 

different is curious 

Intolerance of deviant persons and ideas: 

what is different is dangerous 

Comfortable with ambiguity and chaos Need for clarity and structure 

Teachers may say ‘I don’t know’ Teachers supposed to have all the answers 

Changing jobs no problem Staying in jobs even if disliked 

Dislike of rules - written or unwritten Emotional need for rules – even if not 

obeyed 

In politics, citizens feel and are seen as 

competent towards authorities 

In politics, citizens feel and are seen as 

incompetent towards authorities 

In religion, philosophy and science: relativism 

and empiricism 

In religion, philosophy and science: belief in 

ultimate truths and grand theories 

Source: Hofstede, G. (2011). Dimensionalizing Cultures: The Hofstede Model in Context. Online 
Readings in Psychology and Culture, 2(1). http://dx.doi.org/10.9707/2307-0919.1014 

http://dx.doi.org/10.9707/2307-0919.1014
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Masculinity versus Femininity: This refers to the distribution of emotional roles 

between the genders in a society. To measure this dimension, results from questions 

related to work goals were converted to an index for each country. Previous surveys 

on work goals at IBM showed that worldwide, women placed more importance on 

social goals, such as relationships, helping others, and the physical environment. 

Men attached more importance to ego goals, such as career and money. Table II-7 

lists a selection of differences with this dimension (Hofstede, 2011).  

<Table II-7> Ten Differences Between Feminine and Masculine Societies 

Feminine Masculine 

Minimum emotional and social role 

differentiation between the genders 

Maximum emotional and social role 

differentiation between the genders 

Men and women should be modest 

and caring 

Men should be and women may be 

assertive and ambitious 

Balance between family and work Work prevails over family 

Sympathy for the weak Admiration for the strong 

Both fathers and mothers deal with 

facts and feelings 

Fathers deal with facts, mothers with 

feelings 

Both boys and girls may cry but neither 

should fight 

Girls cry, boys don’t; boys should fight 

back, girls shouldn’t fight 

Mothers decide on number of children Fathers decide on family size 

Many women in elected political 

positions 

Few women in elected political 

positions 

Religion focuses on fellow human 

beings 

Religion focuses on God or gods 

Matter-of-fact attitudes about 

sexuality; sex is a way of relating 

Moralistic attitudes about sexuality; 

sex is a way of performing 

Source: Hofstede, G. (2011). Dimensionalizing Cultures: The Hofstede Model in Context. Online 
Readings in Psychology and Culture, 2(1). http://dx.doi.org/10.9707/2307-0919.1014 

 

http://dx.doi.org/10.9707/2307-0919.1014
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Long-term Orientation: This dimension was added by Hofstede to his 

framework in 1987 in an effort to distinguish the difference in thinking between 

Eastern and Western cultures. It was added in response to criticisms that Hofstede’s 

original four dimensions did not adequately reflect Asian perspectives on culture. 

The long-term/short-term orientation reflects the degree to which a society expects 

immediate awards or will accept delayed gratification of its needs.  This dimension 

was measured by surveying students in 23 countries using the Chinese Value 

Survey. This survey was designed by Michael Bond, and had a deliberate 

non-Western bias. Table II-8 lists a selection of differences with this dimension 

(Hofstede, 2011).  

<Table II-8> Ten Differences Between Short- and Long-Term-Oriented Societies 

Short-Term Orientation Long-Term Orientation 

Most important events in life occurred in the 

past or take place now 

Most important events in life will occur in the 

future 

Personal steadiness and stability: a good 

person is always the same 

A good person adapts to the circumstances 

There are universal guidelines about what is 

good and evil 

What is good and evil depends upon the 

circumstances 

Traditions are sacrosanct Traditions are adaptable to changed 

circumstances 

Family life guided by imperatives Family life guided by shared tasks 

Supposed to be proud of one’s country Trying to learn from other countries 

Service to others is an important goal Thrift and perseverance are important goals 

Social spending and consumption Large savings, funds available for investment 

Students attribute success and failure to luck Students attribute success to effort and 

failure to lack of effort 

Slow or no economic growth of poor 

countries 

Fast economic growth of countries up till a 

level of prosperity 

Source: Hofstede, G. (2011). Dimensionalizing Cultures: The Hofstede Model in Context. Online 
Readings in Psychology and Culture, 2(1). http://dx.doi.org/10.9707/2307-0919.1014 

http://dx.doi.org/10.9707/2307-0919.1014
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Indulgence and Restraint: The sixth and new dimension was based on 

Inglehart’s World Values Survey items and focuses on aspects not covered by the 

other five dimensions, but known from the literature on ―happiness research‖. 

Indulgence stands for a society that allows relatively free gratification of basic and 

natural human desires related to enjoying life and having fun. Restraint stands for a 

society that controls gratification of needs and regulates it by means of strict social 

norms. Table II-6 lists a selection of differences with this dimension (Hofstede, 

2011).  

<Table II-9> Ten Differences Between Indulgent and Restrained Societies 

Indulgent Restrained 

Higher percentage of people declaring 

themselves very happy 

Fewer very happy people 

A perception of personal life control A perception of helplessness: what 

happens to me is not my own doing 

Freedom of speech seen as important Freedom of speech is not a primary 

concern 

Higher importance of leisure Lower importance of leisure 

More likely to remember positive emotions Less likely to remember positive 

emotions 

In countries with educated populations, higher 

birthrates 

In countries with educated 

populations, lower birthrates 

More people actively involved in sports Fewer people actively involved in 

sports 

In countries with enough food, higher 

percentages of obese people 

In countries with enough food, fewer 

obese people 

In wealthy countries, lenient sexual norms In wealthy countries, stricter sexual 

norms 

Maintaining order in the nation is not given a 

high priority 

Higher number of police officers per 

100,000 population 

Source: Hofstede, G. (2011). Dimensionalizing Cultures: The Hofstede Model in Context. Online 
Readings inPsychology and Culture, 2(1). http://dx.doi.org/10.9707/2307-0919.1014  

 

http://dx.doi.org/10.9707/2307-0919.1014
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There has been no study dealing with the Indulgent vs. Restraint dimension 

regarding learning styles. As this study groups countries by using Inglehart’s 

cultural clusters that are related with this dimension, it would be worthwhile to 

verify if there is any meaningful relationship between this last dimension and the 

learning styles of different cultural clusters. 

B. World Values Survey 

  The World Values Survey (WVS) is done by a global network of social 

scientists studying changing values and their impact on social and political life, led 

by an international team of scholars, with the WVS association and secretariat 

headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden. (www.worldvaluessurvey.org) 

The survey, which started in 1981, seeks to use the most rigorous, high-quality 

research designs in each country. The WVS consists of nationally representative 

surveys conducted in almost 100 countries which contain almost 90 percent of the 

world’s population, using a common questionnaire. The WVS is the largest 

non-commercial, cross-national, time series investigation of human beliefs and 

values ever executed, currently including interviews with almost 400,000 

respondents. Moreover the WVS is the only academic study covering the full range 

of global variations, from very poor to very rich countries, in all of the world’s 

major cultural zones. (www.worldvaluessurvey.org) 

Figure II-5 is the Inglehart–Welzel cultural map of the world, or a scatter plot 
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created by political scientists Ronald Inglehart and Christian Welzel based on the 

WVS. It depicts cultural values that vary between societies in two predominant 

dimensions: traditional versus secular-rational values on the vertical y-axis and 

survival versus self-expression values on the horizontal x-axis. Moving upward on 

this map reflects the shift from traditional values to secular-rational ones and 

moving rightward reflects the shift from survival values to self-expression values. 

(www.worldvaluessurvey.org)  

According to the authors: "These two dimensions explain more than 70 percent 

of the cross-national variance in a factor analysis of ten indicators—and each of 

these dimensions is strongly correlated with scores of other important orientations." 

The authors stress that socio-economic status is not the sole factor determining a 

country's location, as their religious and cultural historical heritage is also an 

important factor. (Inglehart and Welzel, 2005) 

This map reflects the fact that a large number of basic values are closely 

correlated; they can be depicted in just two major dimensions of cross-cultural 

variation. Each country is positioned according to its people's values and not its 

geographical location. To a large extent the two coincide, but the map measures 

cultural proximity, not geographical proximity. Thus, Australia, Canada, the U.S. 

and Great Britain are cultural neighbors, reflecting their relatively similar values, 

despite their geographical dispersion. (Inglehart and Welzel, 2005)

http://www.worldvaluessurvey.org/
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<Figure II-5> Inglehart–Welzel Cultural Map of the World 

 

C. Trompenaars' Model of National Culture Differences 

Trompennar’s model is a framework for cross-cultural communication applied 

to general business and management, developed by Fons Trompenaars and Charles 

Hampden-Turner.  This involved a large-scale survey of 8,841 managers and 

organization employees from 43 countries. This model of national culture 

differences has seven dimensions. There are five orientations covering the ways in 
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which human beings deal with each other, one which deals with time, and one 

which deals with the environment (Smith et al., 1996). The following is the 

descriptions of the seven dimensions: (Luthans and Doh, 2012) 

Universalism vs. Particularism: Universalism is the belief that ideas and 

practices can be applied everywhere without modification, while particularism is the 

belief that circumstances dictate how ideas and practices should be applied. It asks 

the question, What is more important, rules or relationships? Cultures with high 

universalism see one reality and focus on formal rules. Business meetings are 

characterized by rational, professional arguments with a "get down to business" 

attitude. Trompenaars research found there was high universalism in countries like 

the United States, Canada, UK, Australia, Germany, and Sweden. Cultures with 

high particularism see reality as more subjective and place a greater emphasis on 

relationships. It is important to get to know the people one is doing business with 

during meetings in a particularist environment. Someone from a universalist culture 

would be wise not to dismiss personal meanderings or irrelevancies as mere small 

talk during such business meetings. Countries that have high particularism include 

Venezuela, Indonesia, China, South Korea, and the former Soviet Union.  

Individualism vs. Communitarianism: It refers to people regarding themselves 

as individuals, while communitarianism refers to people regarding themselves as 

part of a group.  Trompenaars research yielded some interesting results and 

suggested that cultures may change more quickly than many people realize. It may 
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not be surprising to see a country like the United States with high individualism, but 

Mexico and the former communist countries of Czechoslovakia and the Soviet 

Union were also found to be individualistic in Trompenaars research. In Mexico, 

the shift from a previously communitarian culture could be explained with its 

membership in NAFTA and involvement in the global economy. This contrasts with 

Hofstede's earlier research, which found these countries to be collectivist, and 

shows the dynamic and complex nature of culture. Countries with high 

communitarianism include Germany, China, France, Japan, and Singapore. 

Neutral vs. Emotional: A neutral culture is a culture in which emotions are held 

in check whereas an emotional culture is a culture in which emotions are expressed 

openly and naturally. Neutral cultures that come rapidly to mind are those of the 

Japanese and British. Some examples of high emotional cultures are the 

Netherlands, Mexico, and Spain. In emotional cultures, people often smile, talk 

loudly when excited, and greet each other with enthusiasm. So, when people from 

neutral culture are doing business in an emotional culture they should be ready for a 

potentially animated and boisterous meeting and should try to respond warmly. As 

for those from an emotional culture doing business in a neutral culture, they should 

not be put off by a lack of emotion. 

Specific vs. Diffuse: A specific culture is one in which individuals have a large 

public space they readily share with others and a small private space they guard 

closely and share with only close friends and associates. A diffuse culture is one in 
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which public space and private space are similar in size and individuals guard their 

public space carefully, because entry into public space affords entry into private 

space as well. It looks at how separate a culture keeps their personal and public 

lives.  

Achievement vs. Ascription: In an achievement culture, people are accorded 

status based on how well they perform their functions. In an ascription culture, 

status is based on who or what a person is. Does one have to prove himself to 

receive status or is it given to him? Achievement cultures include the US, Austria, 

Switzerland and the UK. Some ascription cultures are Venezuela, Indonesia, and 

China. When people from an achievement culture do business in an ascription 

culture it is important to have older, senior members with formal titles, and respect 

should be shown to their counterparts. However, for a member of an ascription 

culture is doing business in an achievement culture, it is important to bring 

knowledgeable members who can prove to be proficient to other group, and respect 

should be shown for the knowledge and information of their counterparts. 

Sequential vs. Synchronic: Do we do things one at a time or several things at 

once?  

Internal vs. External control: Do we control our environment or are we 

controlled by it?  
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D. GLOBE Project 

The GLOBE (Global Leadership and Organizational Behavior Effectiveness 

Research) is a multi-phase, multi-method project in which investigators spanning 

the world examine the inter-relationships between societal culture, organizational 

culture, and organizational leadership. Close to 150 social scientists and 

management scholars from 61 cultures representing all major regions of the world 

are engaged in this long-term programmatic series of cross-cultural leadership 

studies (House et al., 2002). 

This international team collected data from 17,300 middle managers in 951 

organizations. They used qualitative methods to assist their development of 

quantitative instruments. The research identified nine cultural competencies and 

grouped the 62 countries into ten convenient societal clusters (Javidan & 

Dastmalchian, 2009). The following include the nine cultural dimensions studied in 

GLOBE: (House et al., 2002) 

A. Uncertainty Avoidance: The extent to which members of an organization or 

society strive to avoid uncertainty by reliance on social norms, rituals, and 

bureaucratic practices to alleviate the unpredictability of future events. 

B. Power Distance: The degree to which members of an organization or society 

expect and agree that power should be unequally shared. 

C. Collectivism I: Societal Collectivism that reflects the degree to which 

organizational and societal institutional practices encourage and reward 
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collective distribution of resources and collective action. 

D. Collectivism 2: In-Group Collectivism that reflects degree to which 

individuals express pride, loyalty and cohesiveness in their organizations or 

families. 

E. Gender Egalitarianism: The extent to which an organization or a society 

minimizes gender role differences and gender discrimination. 

F. Assertiveness: The degree to which individuals in organizations or societies 

are assertive, confrontational, and aggressive in social relationships. 

G. Future Orientation: The degree to which individuals in organizations or 

societies engage in future-oriented behaviors such as planning, investing in 

the future, and delaying gratification. 

H. Performance Orientation: The extent to which an organization or society 

encourages and rewards group members for performance improvement and 

excellence.  

I. Humane Orientation: The degree to which individuals in organizations or 

societies encourage and reward individuals for being fair, altruistic, friendly, 

generous, caring, and kind to others.  

The GLOBE researchers used acquired data to put nations into cultural clusters 

that are grouped based upon cultural similarities due to shared geography and 

climate conditions, which all influence perceptions and behavior (Joy & Kolb, 

2009): 
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 Anglo Cultures: England, Australia, South Africa (white sample), Canada, 

New Zealand, Ireland, United States 

 Arab Cultures: Algeria, Qatar, Morocco, Egypt, Kuwait, Libya, Tunisia, 

Lebanon, Syria, Yemen, Jordan, Iraq, UAE, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, Oman 

 Confucian Asia: Taiwan, Singapore, Hong Kong, South Korea, China, 

Japan, Vietnam 

 Eastern Europe: Hungary, Bulgaria, Romania, Czech Republic, Slovakia, 

Poland, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Serbia, Greece, Slovenia, Albania, 

Russia 

 Germanic Europe: Dutch-speaking (Netherlands, Belgium and 

Dutch-speaking France) German-speaking (Austria, German-speaking 

Switzerland, Germany, South Tyrol, Liechtenstein) 

 Latin America: Costa Rica, Venezuela, Ecuador, Mexico, El Salvador, 

Colombia, Guatemala, Bolivia, Brazil, Argentina 

 Latin Europe: Italy, Portugal, Spain, France, Switzerland (French and 

Italian speaking) 

 Nordic Europe: Finland, Sweden, Denmark, Norway 

 Southern Asia: India, Bangladesh, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Iran, 

Philippines, Turkey 

 Sub-Sahara Africa: Namibia, Zambia, Zimbabwe, South Africa (Black 

Sample), Nigeria 
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In this study, Hofstede’s Values Survey Module 2013 (VSM 2013) was used to 

compare culturally influenced values and sentiments of similar respondents from 

two or more countries.  It allows scores to be computed on six dimensions of 

national culture, on the basis of four questions per dimension. The term module 

means that the questionnaire can be used as part of a larger instrument comparing 

countries on other aspects. As this study tries to compare different learning styles of 

various people in various countries, this survey would be adequate to use. 

 

3. Learning Styles across Cultures 

Exploring culture is becoming an important and insightful issue since being 

part of a culture can influence human behavior in many ways. People who belong to 

the same culture may share similar ways of thinking, values and beliefs 

(Hale-Benson, 1986). A few researchers have attempted to find empirical evidence 

for learning style variations based on cultural backgrounds. A number of 

comparative studies using the Kolb Learning Style Inventory (KLSI) found 

significant differences in the learning style preferences among the samples from 

different countries (Joy & Kolb, 2008). Table II-10 shows the past studies that were 

done by comparing the learning styles of people from different counties.  

Hayes and Allinson (1988) tested the hypothesis that culture will account for 

differences in learning style by comparing the learning styles of mid-career 
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managers from three different cultures. The result is that there are important 

differences in learning styles for East Africa, India and the United Kingdom. In the 

cross cultural study of the learning styles of accounting students, Auyeung and 

Sands (1996) used Kolb’s model to verify that the students from Hong Kong and 

Taiwan are more abstract and reflective, as well as less concrete and active 

compared to the ones from Australia. 

After comparing the learning and performance styles of three cross-cultural 

populations (i.e., Puerto Rico, Colombia, USA) working for a global corporate 

organization (Citibank), Franchi (2002) indicated that there is a relationship 

between culture and preference for a particular learning/productivity style. This 

study also found that subjects from Colombia and Puerto Rico prefer to be trained 

using an experiential training technique, specifically Round Robin while subjects 

from the USA also prefer to be trained using an experiential technique, but via Role 

Play. 
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<Table II-10> Studies that Compared National Cultures in the Aspect of Learning 

Style Preference 

Researcher Year Countries compared Group 

Hayes & Allison 1988 East Africa, India and UK Managers 

Hoppe 1992 17 western European countries, 

Turkey and the USA 

Country 

elites 

Auyeung & Sands 1996 Australia, Hong Kong and Taiwan Students 

Franchi 2002 The US, Puerto Rico and Colombia Bankers 

Jaju, Kwak & 

Zinkhan 

2002 The US, India and Korea Students 

Barmeyer 2004 France, Germany and Quebec Students 

Kerr 2004 The US and Mexico Accountants 

Yamazaki &Kayes  2005 Japan and the USA Managers 

Kutay 2006 Turkey and the USA Students 

Brown, Aoshima, 

Bolen, Chia and 

Kohyama 

2007 The US, Japan and Taiwan Students 

Black 2008 China, Hong Kong and the USA Accountants 

Joy & Kolb 2009 India, Singapore, Poland, Brazil, 

Italy,  

Germany and the USA 

Non-students 

Cheung 2010 China and the USA Students 

Holtbrugge & Mohr 2010 Germany, the UK, the USA, Russia, 

Ireland, Spain, the Netherlands, 

Poland, China, UAE 

Students 

Marambe, Vernunt 

& Boshuizen 

2011 Sri Lanka, Indonesia and the 

Netherlands 

Students 

 

Barmeyer (2004) compared students in business administration in France, 

Germany and Quebec with the Learning Style Inventory (LSI) and found 

representative and significant learning differences. He suggested that LSI can be 

used as the first step for the illustration and comparison of typical patterns of 
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learning. In the second step, the results may be of use to international trainers in 

making decisions about course design and methods of cross-cultural training in 

relation to the learning profiles of the participants. 

Considering that there has been little empirical research to evaluate the 

application of learning styles in work organizations, and practitioners appear to 

have little or no knowledge of the research on learning styles that has been 

undertaken in educational settings (Hayes & Allison, 1997), more cross-cultural 

research is necessary to identify ways to study and measure the relationship 

between culture, learning styles, and learning/working environments in the 

corporate context (Franchi, 2002). 

In his dissertation to compare the learning styles of practicing accountants in 

Mexico and the United States, Kerr (2004) found some empirical linkage between 

vertical collectivism and learning styles, albeit not the linkage with horizontal 

individualism that was expected. Furthermore, no significant correlations between 

the culture-related variables and the learning styles were found in Mexico. Black 

(2008) conducted a study on the learning styles of practicing accountants in 

Mainland China, Hong Kong, and the United States. The results imply that culture 

may have more of an influence on accountants’ learning styles in China than it has 

for the ones in the U.S. The cultural dimension of horizontal individualism had a 

weak to moderate positive correlation with the active/reflective learning style as 

hypothesized in both Shanghai and Hong Kong.  
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Turkish and American college students were compared by Kutay (2006) to 

identify the relationship between students’ learning styles and their culture. Out of 

twenty-four elements covering each person’s perceptual, psychological, 

environmental, physiological, emotional, and sociological processing preferences, 

eight were identified as being different in these groups. These differences were 

mostly in the physiological and environmental stimulus that can be explained as 

cultural habits or practices.  

Brown, Aoshima, Bolen, Chia and Kohyama (2007) examined the relationship 

between approaches to learning and the locus of control of students from the USA, 

Japan and Taiwan.  What the researchers recommended for school psychologists is 

that they must be aware that students from different Asian cultural backgrounds do 

not have a singular approach to learning or a singular locus of control orientation. 

The mediating role of the cultural context in learning must be considered for 

individual students in order to implement appropriate and effective teaching 

strategies, techniques, and methods that promote deep level understanding for 

learners with differing cultural backgrounds. 

Joy and Kolb (2008) assessed the relative influence of culture in comparison to 

gender, age, level of education and area of specialization of 533 respondents born in 

and residing in seven nations. They found that a significant portion of the variance 

in the preference for abstract conceptualization was explained by culture, gender, 

level of education and area of specialization. The variability in preference for active 
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experimentation over reflective observation was accounted for by age and area of 

specialization. The impact of culture was only marginally significant. After 

examining the influence of individual culture dimensions in shaping the learning 

style preferences, they discovered that individuals tend to have a more abstract 

learning style in countries that are high in in-group collectivism, institutional 

collectivism, uncertainty avoidance, future orientation and gender egalitarianism. 

Individuals may have a more reflective learning style in countries that are high in 

in-group collectivism, uncertainty avoidance and assertiveness. 

In the cross cultural study, Cheung (2010) found that American students 

self-reported more ―active‖ behavioral traits in the classroom and tend to be analytic 

in thinking style, while Chinese students, both in China and in the U.S., 

self-reported more ―passive‖ behavioral traits, and were inclined to be holistic in 

thinking style. It was also found that thinking style variables mediate the 

relationship between cultural group and learning behavior in the classroom, which 

suggests that thinking style might partially explain the distinct behavioral traits in 

the classroom presented by American and Chinese students. 

Holtbrugge and Mohr (2010) investigated the relationship between cultural 

values and the learning style preferences of students of business administration. By 

linking Kolb’s (1984) model of learning style preferences to the cultural values of 

learners they developed hypotheses that are tested against data collected from 939 

individuals studying at universities in Germany, the UK, the USA, Russia, Ireland, 
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Spain, the Netherlands, Poland, China, and the United Arab Emirates. Their 

findings show that learning style preferences vary with individuals’ cultural values. 

They also find that study level, exchange student status, and gender are related to 

individuals’ learning style preferences.  

Marambe, Vermunt and Boshuizen (2011) compared student learning patterns 

in higher education in the two Asian countries, Sri Lanka and Indonesia and the 

European country, the Netherlands. Results showed most differences were found in 

student learning patterns of Asian and European students. However, many 

differences were identified between students from the two Asian countries as well. 

Sri Lankan students made the least use of memorizing strategies of all groups. Some 

patterns of learning turned out to be universal and occurred in all groups, other 

patterns were found only among the Asian or the European students.   

In previous studies investigating the relationship between culture and learning 

styles, there has been no research on a multinational corporation from Asia. 

Hofstede’s cultural dimension surveys were done in the 1980s with IBM managers, 

so there is a possibility of different results from a different multinational 

corporation that originates from Korea in 2015. This study will examine if there are 

meaningful differences between the two. A comparative study on the learning styles 

of the employees that are divided by various countries in five continents hasn’t been 

done yet.   
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III. METHODS 

1. Research Design 

This study is to compare different learning styles of the employees in a 

multinational corporation operating in various countries. As shown on Figure III-1, 

the difference on Hofstede’s cultural index scores in this study among ten 

nationalities will be analyzed first.  Then, the difference on Kolb’s LSI scores 

among the employees in ten countries will be investigated. Third, the relationships 

between the cultural dimensions and learning style will be researched. Finally, the 

relationship between employees’ learning styles and the demographic factors will 

be verified.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

<Figure III-1> Research Model of This Study 
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2. Research Sample 

Hofstede (2001) stresses the importance of matching samples when conducting 

cross cultural research. As an alternative to very broad national comparisons, such 

as public opinion polls using representative sampling of national populations, 

Hofstede recommends very narrow samples from similar subcultures in different 

countries. One natural application of this narrow sample strategy was to study 

subsidiaires of the same company in different countries where the subjects are 

similar in most areas except their nationality. This approach is what he used in the 

original IBM study that identified the four cultural dimensions that have permeated 

the cultural literature for the past 30 years. This study also compares the 

subsidiaries of a multinational company but it groups them into cultural clusters 

mainly by the geographical locations. 

Hofstede and Minkov (2013) recommends the minimum size of the 

homogeneous sample to be 20 in order to avoid outlying answers by single 

respondents although the ideal size to be 50.  So, in this study, the minimum 

survey sample size for each country was set at 20 

In 2015, LG Electronics has over 38,000 employees in Korea and over 47,000 

employees outside Korea in 54 countries –Algeria, Argentina, Australia, Austria, 

Bulgaria, Brazil, Canada, China, Chile, Colombia, Czech Republic, Egypt, France, 

Germany, Greece, Guatemala, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Italy, Israel, Japan, 

Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Latvia, Malaysia, Mexico, Morocco, Netherlands, 
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Nigeria, Panama, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Serbia, 

Singapore, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Taiwan, Thailand, Tunisia, 

Turkey, UAE, UK, Ukraine, USA, Venezuela and Vietnam. In this study, 

employees from 44 countries participated in the survey as shown in Table III-2.  

 

3. Instruments 

In order to collect data from the sample, two kinds of surveys were used: 

Kolb’s Learning Style Inventory and Hofstede’s Value Survey Module 2013 (VSM 

2013) as well as a demographic questionnaire. As both surveys have been tested 

enough to prove their validity, they were used after consultation from Dr. Sanghoon 

Nam from University of Victoria who has done several cross-cultural studies as 

well as Dr. Jiwon Choi who studied Vocational Education at Seoul National 

University. Table III-1 explains the instruments used to collect data for this study. 

<Table III-1> Instruments for This Study 

Classification 
No. of 
questions 

Question no. Source 

Learning Styles 12 1~12 Kolb (2005) 

Values 

Power distance 4 14, 19, 32, 35 

Hofstede (2013) 

Individualism 4 13, 16, 18, 21 

Masculinity 4 15, 17, 20, 22 

Uncertainty 
avoidance 

4 27, 30, 33, 36 

Long-term 
orientation 

4 25, 26, 31, 34 

Indulgence 4 23, 24, 28, 29 

Demographics 7 37~43  
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A. The Kolb Learning Style Inventory (LSI)  

Kolb’s LSI measures how individuals deal with ideas in everyday situations. 

Participants completes 12 sentences with a choice of four different endings, where 

they rank each ending from ―1‖ to ―4‖, with the higher ranking given to the ending 

that most describes how they learn best. The sentence endings correspond to Kolb’s 

(1984) four learning dimensions, which are concrete experience (CE), reflective 

observation (RO), abstract conceptualization (AC) and active experimentation (AE). 

The relative aggregate rankings given to each dimension in the questions determine 

what learning styles were preferred by the individuals. Two composite scores are 

calculated by subtracting CE from AC and subtracting RO from AE, and the 

individual’s preferences are indicated along these continuums. 

The Kolb (2005) Technical Specifications Manual indicates strong internal 

reliability for each of the four scales, with weighted average alphas of 0.73 for CE, 

0.77 for RO, 0.81 for AC, and 0.74 for AE, as calculated from the seven different 

studies presented for the Kolb LSI. The survey result also characterizes the learning 

styles of the employees from various cultural clusters into two different continuums: 

active experimentation – reflective observation and abstract conceptualization – 

concrete experience.  

With the pilot survey result of 56 respondents, Cronbach's Alpha for CE was 

0.585, 0.756 for RO, 0.68 for AC, and 0.76 for AE. The internal credibility for CE 

was not good enough because it is regarded credible if the alpha is higher than 0.6. 
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However, no item could be deleted due to the structure of this survey questionnaire 

– a priority-giving type. After the main survey with 404 respondents, the alphas 

changed: 0.74 for CE, 0.714 for RO, 0.72 for AC, and 0.785 for AE.  

 

B. Hofstede’s Value Survey Module (VSM) 2013  

VSM 2013 was used to measure the six cultural dimensions – Power Distance, 

Individualism, Masculinity, Uncertainty Avoidance, Long-Term Orientation and 

Indulgence – of ten nationalities. Twenty four content questions are scored on 

five-point scales (1-2-3-4-5). The following is the index formula for each dimension. 

The index normally has a range of about 100 points between very small Power 

Distance and very large Power Distance countries. 

Power Distance Index (PDI) = 35(m07 – m02) + 25(m20 – m23) + C(50) 

in which m07 is the mean score for question 07, etc. The index normally has a range 

of about 100 points between very small Power Distance and very large Power 

Distance countries. C is a constant (positive or negative) that depends on the nature 

of the samples; it does not affect the comparison between countries. It can be 

chosen by the user to shift her/his PDI scores to values between 0 and 100.  In this 

study, C for PDI is 50 

Individualism Index (IDV) = 35(m04 – m01) + 35(m09 – m06) + C(60)  

Masculinity Index (MAS) = 35(m05 – m03) + 35(m08 – m10) + C(40) 
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Uncertainty Avoidance (UAI) = 40(m18 - m15) + 25(m21 – m24) + C(80) 

Long Term Orientation (LTO) = 40(m13 – m14) + 25(m19 – m22) + C(50) 

Indulgence vs. Restraint (IVR) = 35(m12 – m11) + 40(m17 – m16) + C(20)  

Hofstede and Minkov (2013) describe the reliability of the VSM 2013 as the 

following: ―As country-level correlations differ from individual-level correlations, 

answers on questions used to measure a country-level dimension do not necessarily 

correlate across individuals. A reliability test like Cronbach’s alpha should in this 

case not be based on individual scores but on country mean scores. Obviously this 

presupposes data from a sufficient number of countries, in practice at least ten. For 

comparison across fewer countries the reliability of the VSM at the country level 

has to be taken for granted; it can indirectly be shown through the validity of the 

scores in predicting dependent variables.‖ 

In the IBM database (Hofstede, 1980) allows the computation for Cronbach 

alphas for the first four dimensions across 40 countries (39 for UAI, 33 for PDI 

because of missing data). The values, based on standardized items, are: 

Power Distance Index (3 items):    Alpha = .842 

Individualism Index (6 items):   Alpha = .770 

Masculinity Index (8 items):    Alpha = .760 

Uncertainty Avoidance Index (3 items):  Alpha = .715 

Hofstede hasn’t provided the reliability of the Long-term Orientation Index or 
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the Indulgence vs. Restraint Index, however they were chosen because of their 

similarity to the above items in other studies. So, the reliability test has been done 

for the ten nationalities (refer to Table III-2) that were represented in this study.  

<Table III-2> Countries that Were Used for the Reliability Test 

No. Countries No. of samples 

1 Brazil 41 

2 China 26 

3 India 29 

4 Indonesia 29 

5 Korea 41 

6 Mexico 25 

7 Poland 21 

8 Russia 27 

9 South Africa 23 

10 Vietnam 27 

 

As shown on the next page, except for the Uncertainty Avoidance Index with a 

Cronbach alpha of .526, all the Indices are reliable for statistical analysis. It is 

regarded reliable if a Cronbach alpha is over .6. Although the alpha for Indulgence 

and Restraint Index is .599, it is rounded up to .6 because the cut-off point shouldn’t 

be too accurate for the reliability test. 

Power Distance Index (4 items):    Alpha = .606 

Individualism Index (4 items):   Alpha = .773 
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Masculinity Index (4 items):    Alpha = .650 

Uncertainty Avoidance Index (4 items):  Alpha = .526 

Long-term Orientation Index (4 items):  Alpha = .665 

Indulgence & Restraint Index (4 items):  Alpha = .599 

4. Data Collection  

The survey was done through an electronic system that is available for all the 

employees in LG Electronics. The pilot survey was sent on April 6 to 100 

white-collar employees in the target countries and had 58 responses with their 

feedback by April 17. The survey was prepared only in English which is the original 

language of the surveys. The actual time required to complete this survey varied 

depending on the respondents’ native language. For native English speakers, it 

didn’t take longer than 15 minutes but it took longer than 20 minutes for people 

whose native language is not English. So, the researcher made special requests to 

the HR staff in the countries that use other languages to select employees who can 

understand the survey questions in English. 

The main survey started April 20 through the company survey system of the 

company intranet as well as another survey website, and it ended on June 27. It was 

given to 1,250 employees who were verified by the region or subsidiary HR teams 

and there were 463 responses (35.5%). After excluding 29 responses for incomplete 

answers, 434 responses (34.7%) were chosen for the research. Among 434 samples, 

only the countries with more than 20 samples were finally used for statistical 
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analysis. Finally, there were 285 samples from Brazil, China, India, Indonesia, 

Korea, Mexico, Poland, Russia, South Africa and Vietnam. The demographic 

information about gender, age, years of education, areas of specialization, position 

(grade), and the length of service is shown in the Table III-3. Males (65.3%) are 

more than females (34.7%). Employees in their 30s (52.6%) are the dominant age 

group followed by 20s (24.6%), 40s (18.9%) and 50s or older (3.9%). More than 84% 

of the employees have more than 13 years of education which means they attended 

college. Their areas of specialization vary among HR (18.2%), R&D (14.4%), 

Accounting/Finance (12.6%), Sales (10.2%), Production (9.8%), 

Material/Procurement (9.1%), and Marketing (7.4%). More than half (57.5%) of the 

employees spent more than 5 years working for LG Electronics and 13.7% have 

spent less than one year with this company.  

The respondents’ demographic information has been classified by ten 

nationalities on Table III-4. India is mostly represented by males (96.6%) as well as 

Korea (80.5%). Russia is the only country that has more individuals in their 20’s 

(33.3%) and 40’s (33.3%) than 30’s (22.2%) for its age groups. South Africa is the 

only country that has more respondents who have 12~15 years of education than 

16+ years of education. Indonesia (62.1%) and Poland (52.4%) have more than 50% 

of Associate level employees. Korea (29.3%) and Russia (22.2%) have the most 

Senior Manager level employees. HR is the most frequent job that responded to this 

survey. South Africa has the most respondents (34.8%) who served for this 

company less than one year.  
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[Table III-3] Overall Demographic Information  

 Frequency 

(Number) 

Percentage 

Gender Male 186 65.3% 

Female 99 34.7% 

Age 20 ~ 29 70 24.6% 

30 ~ 39 150 52.6% 

40 ~ 49 54 18.9% 

50 or older 11 3.9% 

Years of 

education 

12 years or shorter 44 15.4% 

13~16 years 73 25.6% 

17 years or longer 168 58.9% 

Areas of 

specialization 

Accounting or finance 36 12.6% 

Customer Service 15 5.3% 

HR 52 18.2% 

Marketing 21 7.4% 

Material or Procurement 26 9.1% 

Production 28 9.8% 

Quality Assurance 16 5.6% 

R&D 41 14.4% 

Sales 29 10.2% 

SCM or logistics 16 5.6% 

Others 5 1.8% 

Years of 

service 

Less than 1 year 39 13.7% 

1 year ~ 5 years 82 28.8% 

6 years ~ 10 years 85 29.8% 

11 years ~ 20 years 73 25.6% 

Over 20 years 6 2.1% 

Grade 

(Position) 

G1 (Associate) 85 30.9% 

G2 (Assistant manager) 102 35.8% 

G3 (Manager) 71 24.9% 

G4 (Senior Manager) 24 8.4% 
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[Table III-4] Demographic Information by Countries (%) 

Country Brazil China India Indonesia Korea Mexico Poland Russia S. Africa Vietnam 

Number of respondents 41 23 29 29 41 25 21 27 23 27 

Gender Male 65.9 47.8 96.6 72.4 80.5 68.0 52.4 48.1 39.1 63.0 

Female 34.1 52.2 3.4 27.6 19.5 32.0 47.6 51.9 60.9 37.0 

Age 20~29 31.7 26.1 10.3 34.5 14.6 8.0 42.9 33.3 17.4 29.6 

30~39 53.7 52.2 75.9 44.8 43.9 72.0 47.6 22.2 52.2 66.7 

40~49 14.6 13.0 10.3 20.7 36.6 20.0 9.5 33.3 17.4 3.7 

50~ - 8.7 3.4 - 4.9 - - 11.1 13.0 - 
Education ~11 years 12.2 17.4 24.1 6.9 4.9 12.0 14.3 29.6 17.4 22.2 

12~15 years 17.1 26.1 20.7 27.6 24.4 28.0 9.5 25.9 60.9 22.2 

16+ years 70.7 56.5 55.2 65.5 70.7 60.0 76.2 44.4 21.7 55.6 

Grade Associate(G1) 34.1 26.1 3.4 62.1 19.5 16.0 52.4 11.1 34.8 48.1 

A. Manager(G2) 48.8 21.7 75.9 31.0 14.6 44.0 23.8 29.6 26.1 37.0 

Manager(G3) 14.6 52.2 13.8 6.9 36.6 36.0 19.0 37.0 39.1 11.1 

S. Manager(G4) 2.4 - 6.9 - 29.3 4.0 4.8 22.2 - 3.7 

Job (top 3 in 
frequency ) 

Top 1 HR HR Producti
on 

Procure- 
ment 

HR HR HR R&D Finance Sales 

Top 2 R&D Finance R&D Finance Marketi
ng 

R&D Producti
on 

Finance Sales Marketin
g 

Top 3 Procure- 
ment 

Sales CS Production Quality Productio
n 

Procure- 
ment 

HR Productio
n 

Finance 

Service Year Less than 1 year 19.5 17.4 10.3 - 7.3 20.0 23.8 7.4 34.8 3.7 

1~5 years 41.5 26.1 10.3 27.6 31.7 20.0 33.3 25.9 21.7 40.7 

5~10 years 17.1 30.4 58.6 27.6 19.5 24.0 33.3 33.3 26.1 37.0 

10~20 years 9 26.1 20.7 44.8 29.3 32.0 9.5 33.3 17.4 18.5 

20+ years - - - - 12.2 4.0 - - - - 
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5. Data Analysis  

The data collected by this research was analyzed with the Windows SPSS 19 

program.  This study applied several statistical methods to verify the four research 

questions. For the second question, a one-way ANOVA was undertaken to 

investigate statistical differences in the employees’ dominant learning style 

preferences. A correlation analysis was conducted to explore the statistical evidence 

of any association between employees’ learning style preferences and their cultural 

dimension index. A one-way ANOVA was done again to verify the relationship 

between several demographic factors and the learning styles of different 

nationalities.  The specific statistical methods used for each research question are 

as Table III-5.   

<Table III-5> Statistical Methods Used for Each Research Question 

Research Questions Methods 

Demographical information 
Frequency, 
percentage 

Question 1. How different is culture in the divided 
clusters? 

Index formula 

Question 2. Are there any significant differences 
in learning styles among the employees among 
various clusters? 

One-way ANOVA 

Question 3. Does culture have any significant impact 
on the learning styles? 

Correlation analysis 

Question 4. Do demographical factors have any 
significant impact on the employees’ learning styles? 

One-way ANOVA 
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IV. RESULTS 

1. How different is culture among countries? 

For this study, the cultural dimensions explored were Power Distance, 

Individualism, Masculinity, Uncertainty Avoidance, Long-term Orientation, and 

Indulgence & Restraint.  Although the Cronbach alpha (.526) for Uncertainly 

Avoidance index was not high enough, this study still found the difference among 

the countries with this dimension. As shown in Table IV-1, Masculinity (p = .001), 

Long-term Orientation (p = .000) and Indulgence (p = .019) are significantly 

different among the compared countries. 

<Table IV-1> ANOVA Result of Cultural Dimension Index by Countries 

 
Sum of 

Squares Mean Square F Sig. 

PDI Between Groups 28374.484 3152.720 1.393 .191 

Within Groups 579371.381 2263.169     

IDV Between Groups 20435.574 2270.619 .859 .562 

Within Groups 676451.269 2642.388     

MAS Between Groups 74518.543 8279.838 3.191 .001* 

Within Groups 664313.036 2594.973     

UAI Between Groups 39761.776 4417.975 1.249 .265 

Within Groups 905166.795 3535.808     

LTO Between Groups 121520.245 13502.249 5.343 .000* 

Within Groups 646978.251 2527.259     

IVR Between Groups 60362.938 6706.993 2.258 .019* 

Within Groups 760532.926 2970.832     
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Table IV-2 shows the index scores of the six dimensions of national culture by 

Hofstede (2010). Power Distance Index (PDI), Individualism (IDV), Masculinity 

(MAS) and Uncertainty Avoidance (UAI) scores are mainly from the IBM database. 

The Long-Term Orientation (LTO) and Indulgence vs. Restraint (IVR) scores are 

from the World Values Survey done by Inglehart. The scores are calculated to have 

an approximate scale of 1 to 100 points. If the score is closer to 100, it means a 

country has a large power distance, for example.  

This study tries to examine the above index scores from its own survey result 

done for the employees working for LG Electronics. The scores of this study on 

Table IV-2 cannot be directly compared to Hofstede’s index scores because of the 

sample difference. However, several distinguishable differences can be mentioned 

here. For Power Distance, South Africa had a score of 49 on Hofstede’s survey but 

had a score of 88 from this survey while all the other countries’ results are similar to 

IBM’s database. Whereas the Masculinity and Indulgence dimensions have 

relatively similar results for the two studies, Individualism, Uncertainty Avoidance 

and Long-term Orientation dimensions have quite different results. One last 

noticeable difference is from the Brazil sample. Besides the Power Distance 

dimension, the index scores of this study differ from Hofstede’s. As its 

demographic information is not very unique compared with the other countries, 

there should be further study to verify the reason. 
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<Table IV-2> Index Scores for Dimensions of National Culture (Hofstede et. al, 2010) 

Power Distance   Individualism   Masculinity   
Uncertainty 
Avoidance 

  
Long-term 
Orientation 

  
Indulgence vs. 

Restraint 

Country Mean   Country Mean   Country Mean   Country Mean   Country Mean   Country Mean 

Russia 93 
 

South 
Africa 

65 
 

Mexico 69 
 

Russia 95 
 

Korea 100 
 

Mexico 97 

Mexico 81 
 

Poland 60 
 

China 66 
 

Poland 93 
 

China 87 
 

South 
Africa 

63 

China 80 
 

India 48 
 

Poland 64 
 

Korea 85 
 

Russia 81 
 

Brazil 59 

Indonesia 78 
 

Russia 39 
 

South 
Africa 

63 
 

Mexico 82 
 

Indonesia 62 
 

Vietnam 35 

India 77 
 

Brazil 38 
 

India 56 
 

Brazil 76 
 

Vietnam 57 
 

Poland 29 

Vietnam 70 
 

Mexico 30 
 

Brazil 49 
 

South 
Africa 

49 
 

India 51 
 

Korea 29 

Brazil 69 
 

China 20 
 

Indonesia 46 
 

Indonesia 48 
 

Brazil 44 
 

Indonesia 38 

Poland 68 
 

Vietnam 20 
 

Vietnam 40 
 

India 40 
 

Poland 38 
 

India 26 

Korea 60 
 

Korea 18 
 

Korea 39 
 

China 30 
 

South 
Africa 

34 
 

China 24 

South 
Africa 

49   Indonesia 14   Russia 36   Vietnam 30   Mexico 24   Russia 20 
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<Table IV-3> Index Scores for Dimensions of National Culture from this study 

Power Distance 
 

Individualism 
 

Masculinity 
 

Uncertainty 
Avoidance  

Long-term 
Orientation  

Indulgence vs. 
Restraint 

Country Mean   Country Mean   Country Mean   Country Mean   Country Mean   Country Mean 

Russia 98 
 

China 86 
 

Mexico 95 
 

India 63 
 

Brazil 97 
 

Mexico 92 

South 
Africa 

88 
 

Brazil 82 
 

Brazil 93 
 

Russia 61 
 

Mexico 65 
 

South 
Africa 

88 

India 78 
 

Poland 80 
 

Korea 68 
 

Vietnam 61 
 

Korea 58 
 

Brazil 86 

Poland 76 
 

Korea 79 
 

Poland 62 
 

Mexico 59 
 

Russia 53 
 

India 76 

Korea 75 
 

Russia 79 
 

India 61 
 

South 
Africa 

58 
 

Vietnam 53 
 

Korea 66 

Vietnam 75 
 

Mexico 78 
 

Russia 61 
 

China 56 
 

China 49 
 

China 64 

China 72 
 

South 
Africa 

71 
 

South 
Africa 

61 
 

Korea 43 
 

South 
Africa 

47 
 

Poland 64 

Indonesia 70 
 

Indonesia 65 
 

Vietnam 61 
 

Indonesia 41 
 

Indonesia 46 
 

Russia 63 

Mexico 70 
 

India 57 
 

Indonesia 57 
 

Poland 40 
 

India 30 
 

Vietnam 63 

Brazil 66   Vietnam 55   China 45   Brazil 34   Poland 30   Indonesia 56 
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2. Are there any significant differences in learning styles 

among the employees in different countries? 

The average scores for the overall learning style preferences for different 

nationalities are plotted on Figure IV-1.  The cut-off points were applied at -0.6 for 

the AC-CE scale and 0.8 for the AE-RO scale considering the average scores of the 

entire sample.  As shown, the average learning styles were found to be in the first 

quadrant of Diverging for India, Brazil, China and Vietnam; the second quadrant of 

Accommodating for Indonesia and Poland; the third quadrant of Converging for 

South Africa and Korea; the forth quadrant of Assimilating for Russia.  

<Figure IV-1> Differences in the Learning Style Preferences among Nationalities 
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<Figure IV-2> AC-CE Scale Box-and-Whisker Plot for Learning Styles among 

Nationalities 

 

After checking the distributions of the learning styles scores of different 

nationalities on AC-CE (Figure IV-2) and AE-RO (Figure IV-3), four outliers were 

deleted before examining the significant difference. For the AC-CE scores, the 

Korea sample has the widest range of responses, which means the scores vary the 

most in its group; whereas the Vietnam sample has the narrowest range of responses, 

which means the scores do not vary much. For the AE-RO scores, the Vietnam 

sample scores vary widely as well as Brazil, Korea and Russia. 
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<Figure IV-3> AE-RO Scale Box-and-Whisker Plot for Learning Styles among 

Nationalities 
 

 

A one-way analysis of the variance (ANOVA) was carried out to assess whether 

or not there are any differences in learning style components among the employees 

from ten countries. As illustrated in Table IV-4, the ANOVA result indicates a 

statistically significant difference for CE and AE among the nationalities (p for CE 

= 0.021 and p for AE = .000). It also shows that the AE-RO scores are different 

significantly among the nationalities (p = .003). 
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<Table IV-4> One-Way ANOVA Results for Learning Style Elements among 
Nationalities 

           Nationalities     N     Mean     SD F Sig 

AC 

Brazil 40 29.98 5.265 

.459 .901 

China 23 30.18 7.042 

India 29 29.00 4.208 

Indonesia 24 29.29 6.196 

Korea 41 30.73 7.467 

Mexico 25 29.84 6.890 

Poland 21 28.13 4.631 

Russia 27 30.30 5.455 

South Africa 22 30.55 3.826 

Vietnam 27 29.05 4.084 

CE 

Brazil 40 32.23 6.375 

2.228 .021* 

China 23 29.86 6.527 
India 29 32.79 5.840 
Indonesia 24 32.13 6.031 
Korea 41 29.49 6.925 
Mexico 25 28.32 7.227 
Poland 21 33.25 8.226 
Russia 27 29.63 7.499 
South Africa 23 27.73 5.044 
Vietnam 27 31.80 3.156 

AE 

Brazil 40 28.63 7.156 

3.600 .000** 

China 23 29.59 6.808 

India 29 27.18 6.000 

Indonesia 24 29.71 4.359 

Korea 41 30.17 8.133 

Mexico 25 33.92 5.431 

Poland 21 26.50 5.073 

Russia 27 29.30 7.394 

South Africa 23 34.82 6.843 

Vietnam 27 29.20 5.827 

RO 

Brazil 40 29.18 6.729 

1.419 .180 

China 23 30.36 5.394 

India 29 31.04 4.726 

Indonesia 24 28.88 4.600 

Korea 41 29.54 7.064 

Mexico 25 27.92 4.462 

Poland 21 32.13 3.862 

Russia 27 30.74 7.283 

South Africa 23 26.91 6.210 

Vietnam 27 29.95 6.621 
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AC-CE 

Brazil 40 -2.25 9.787 

1.416 .181 

China 23 .32 12.526 

India 29 -3.79 9.150 

Indonesia 24 -2.83 10.445 

Korea 41 1.24 13.156 

Mexico 25 1.52 12.797 

Poland 21 -5.13 11.741 

Russia 27 .67 11.734 

South Africa 23 2.82 7.028 

Vietnam 27 -2.75 4.723 

AE-RO 

Brazil 40 -.55 12.331 

2.909 .003** 

China 23 -.77 11.110 

India 29 -3.86 9.838 

Indonesia 24 .83 6.315 

Korea 41 .63 14.099 

Mexico 25 6.00 7.948 

Poland 21 -5.63 6.397 

Russia 27 -1.44 13.463 

South Africa 23 7.91 11.832 

Vietnam 27 -.75 11.163 

*p<0.05, **p<0.01 

 

3. Does culture have any significant impact on the learning 

styles? 

Hofstede (1991) suggests that culture is learned and is derived from one’s 

social environment. It is a collective phenomenon which incorporates a person’s 

pattern of thinking, feeling and potential actions learned throughout his/her lifetime 

(Jaju et al., 2002). This proposition suggests that culture is an experience-based 

social phenomenon and hence makes this framework suitable for integration with 

the Kolb’s experiential learning model.   

For the employees in Brazil, Table IV-5 shows that Power Distance correlated 
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significantly (.340) with Active Experimentation. For the employees in Russia, 

Table IV-12 shows that Power Distance correlated significantly (.421) with 

Reflective Observation. For the employees in Vietnam, Table IV-14 shows that 

Power Distance correlated significantly (.419) with Abstract Conceptualization. 

For the employees in Mexico, Table IV-10 shows that Masculinity and 

Long-term Orientation significantly (.397 and .435 respectively) correlated with 

AC-CE. Indulgence also significantly (-.398) correlated with AE-RO. For the 

employees in South Africa, Masculinity significantly (.437) correlated with AE-RO. 

For the employees in China, Table IV-6 shows that Indulgence significantly 

(-.424) correlated with Active Experimentation. For the employees in India, Table 

IV-8 shows that Indulgence significantly (.461) correlated with Concrete 

Experience. For the employees in Korea, Table IV-9 shows that Uncertainty 

Avoidance and Indulgence significantly (-.314 and .371 respectively) correlated 

with Abstract Conceptualization. For the employees in Poland, Table IV-11 shows 

that Indulgence significantly (-.539) correlated with Reflective Observation.  
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<Table IV-5> Brazil Correlations between Learning Style Scores and Cultural Dimension Index Scores 

 AC CE AE RO AC_CE AE_RO PDI IDV MAS UAI LTO IVR 

AC Pearson 
Correlation 

1 -.409** -.087 -.303 .804** .115 .044 .092 -.102 -.084 .205 -.271 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .009 .595 .057 .000 .479 .786 .572 .532 .608 .203 .091 

N 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 

CE Pearson 
Correlation 

-.409** 1 -.442** -.158 -.871** -.171 -.200 -.111 -.115 -.075 -.223 .055 

Sig. (2-tailed) .009  .004 .332 .000 .293 .216 .497 .481 .645 .166 .738 

N 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 

AE Pearson 
Correlation 

-.087 -.442** 1 -.577** .241 .895** .340* .003 .117 .061 .053 -.001 

Sig. (2-tailed) .595 .004  .000 .134 .000 .032 .984 .473 .707 .746 .994 

N 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 

RO Pearson 
Correlation 

-.303 -.158 -.577** 1 -.060 -.880** -.207 .029 .064 .071 -.006 .162 

Sig. (2-tailed) .057 .332 .000  .711 .000 .201 .858 .696 .661 .973 .319 

N 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 

AC_CE Pearson 
Correlation 

.804** -.871** .241 -.060 1 .173 .154 .122 .020 .004 .256 -.181 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .134 .711  .286 .342 .455 .903 .981 .111 .263 

N 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 

AE_RO Pearson 
Correlation 

.115 -.171 .895** -.880** .173 1 .310 -.014 .033 -.003 .034 -.089 

Sig. (2-tailed) .479 .293 .000 .000 .286  .051 .931 .840 .983 .836 .586 

N 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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<Table IV-6> China Correlations between Learning Style Scores and Cultural Dimension Index Scores 

 AC CE AE RO AC_CE AE_RO PDI IDV MAS UAI LTO IVR 

AC Pearson 
Correlation 

1 -.690
**

 .150 -.638
**

 .924
**

 .405 .338 -.104 .175 -.322 -.295 .341 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .000 .495 .001 .000 .055 .115 .636 .426 .134 .172 .111 

N 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 

CE Pearson 
Correlation 

-.690
**

 1 -.666
**

 .507
*
 -.914

**
 -.658

**
 -.339 .254 -.170 -.039 -.039 .052 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000  .001 .014 .000 .001 .113 .243 .438 .860 .859 .813 

N 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 

AE Pearson 
Correlation 

.150 -.666
**

 1 -.634
**

 .436
*
 .925

**
 .209 -.030 .129 .320 .131 -.424

*
 

Sig. (2-tailed) .495 .001  .001 .038 .000 .339 .893 .559 .137 .551 .044 

N 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 

RO Pearson 
Correlation 

-.638
**

 .507
*
 -.634

**
 1 -.625

**
 -.880

**
 -.284 -.137 -.179 .063 .265 .027 

Sig. (2-tailed) .001 .014 .001  .001 .000 .189 .532 .413 .775 .222 .902 

N 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 

AC_CE Pearson 
Correlation 

.924
**

 -.914
**

 .436
*
 -.625

**
 1 .574

**
 .368 -.192 .187 -.160 -.144 .163 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .038 .001  .004 .084 .380 .392 .467 .511 .457 

N 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 

AE_RO Pearson 
Correlation 

.405 -.658
**

 .925
**

 -.880
**

 .574
**

 1 .267 .049 .167 .166 -.049 -.274 

Sig. (2-tailed) .055 .001 .000 .000 .004  .217 .824 .446 .450 .823 .206 

N 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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<Table IV-7> India Correlations between Learning Style Scores and Cultural Dimension Index Scores 

 AC CE AE RO AC_CE AE_RO PDI IDV MAS UAI LTO IVR 

AC Pearson 
Correlation 

1 -.700
**

 .059 -.099 .893
**

 .083 -.068 -.202 -.100 -.018 -.025 .186 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .000 .763 .608 .000 .669 .726 .293 .607 .927 .898 .335 

N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

CE Pearson 
Correlation 

-.700
**

 1 -.499
**

 -.008 -.946
**

 -.301 .055 .036 -.054 .105 .004 -.024 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000  .006 .967 .000 .112 .775 .851 .781 .587 .983 .903 

N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

AE Pearson 
Correlation 

.059 -.499
**

 1 -.693
**

 .340 .940
**

 -.197 -.113 .133 -.124 .292 -.167 

Sig. (2-tailed) .763 .006  .000 .071 .000 .307 .559 .492 .521 .124 .388 

N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

RO Pearson 
Correlation 

-.099 -.008 -.693
**

 1 -.040 -.898
**

 .245 .289 -.007 .039 -.360 .072 

Sig. (2-tailed) .608 .967 .000  .837 .000 .199 .129 .971 .839 .055 .712 

N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

AC_CE Pearson 
Correlation 

.893
**

 -.946
**

 .340 -.040 1 .227 -.066 -.114 -.011 -.074 -.014 .099 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .071 .837  .236 .735 .555 .955 .701 .943 .610 

N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

AE_RO Pearson 
Correlation 

.083 -.301 .940
**

 -.898
**

 .227 1 -.237 -.206 .085 -.095 .349 -.136 

Sig. (2-tailed) .669 .112 .000 .000 .236  .217 .284 .663 .625 .063 .482 

N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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<Table IV-8> Indonesia Correlations between Learning Style Scores and Cultural Dimension Index Scores 

 AC CE AE RO AC_CE AE_RO PDI IDV MAS UAI LTO IVR 

AC Pearson 
Correlation 

1 -.459* -.245 -.513* .858** .205 -.108 .025 .053 -.157 .200 -.056 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .024 .249 .010 .000 .337 .614 .908 .806 .462 .348 .796 

N 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 

CE Pearson 
Correlation 

-.459* 1 -.477* -.241 -.850** -.154 .010 -.006 .100 .114 -.055 .568** 

Sig. (2-tailed) .024  .019 .257 .000 .474 .965 .978 .643 .597 .800 .004 

N 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 

AE Pearson 
Correlation 

-.245 -.477* 1 .007 .130 .685** -.138 -.094 -.140 -.261 .098 -.325 

Sig. (2-tailed) .249 .019  .975 .545 .000 .519 .662 .515 .218 .649 .121 

N 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 

RO Pearson 
Correlation 

-.513* -.241 .007 1 -.165 -.724** .265 .063 -.070 .311 -.291 -.361 

Sig. (2-tailed) .010 .257 .975  .441 .000 .211 .769 .746 .139 .168 .083 

N 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 

AC_CE Pearson 
Correlation 

.858** -.850** .130 -.165 1 .210 -.070 .018 -.026 -.159 .150 -.361 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .545 .441  .325 .746 .933 .904 .458 .483 .083 

N 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 

AE_RO Pearson 
Correlation 

.205 -.154 .685** -.724** .210 1 -.288 -.111 -.046 -.407* .280 .038 

Sig. (2-tailed) .337 .474 .000 .000 .325  .172 .606 .833 .049 .186 .859 

N 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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<Table IV-9> Korea Correlations between Learning Style Scores and Cultural Dimension Index Scores 

 AC CE AE RO AC_CE AE_RO PDI IDV MAS UAI LTO IVR 

AC Pearson 
Correlation 

1 -.671
**

 -.136 -.237 .921
**

 .040 .246 .025 .112 -.314
*
 .087 .371

*
 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .000 .397 .136 .000 .803 .121 .875 .487 .046 .587 .017 

N 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 

CE Pearson 
Correlation 

-.671
**

 1 -.278 .060 -.907
**

 -.191 -.127 .034 -.072 .153 -.039 -.289 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000  .078 .707 .000 .232 .429 .831 .653 .341 .809 .067 

N 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 

AE Pearson 
Correlation 

-.136 -.278 1 -.720
**

 .069 .938
**

 -.071 .079 .030 .017 .086 .034 

Sig. (2-tailed) .397 .078  .000 .666 .000 .658 .625 .853 .917 .592 .833 

N 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 

RO Pearson 
Correlation 

-.237 .060 -.720
**

 1 -.166 -.916
**

 -.054 -.138 -.079 .172 -.156 -.162 

Sig. (2-tailed) .136 .707 .000  .299 .000 .738 .391 .622 .281 .329 .312 

N 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 

AC_CE Pearson 
Correlation 

.921
**

 -.907
**

 .069 -.166 1 .123 .206 -.004 .101 -.259 .070 .363
*
 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .666 .299  .443 .196 .981 .528 .103 .663 .020 

N 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 

AE_RO Pearson 
Correlation 

.040 -.191 .938
**

 -.916
**

 .123 1 -.014 .114 .057 -.077 .128 .101 

Sig. (2-tailed) .803 .232 .000 .000 .443  .930 .477 .723 .634 .425 .531 

N 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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<Table IV-10> Mexico Correlations between Learning Style Scores and Cultural Dimension Index Scores 

 AC CE AE RO AC_CE AE_RO PDI IDV MAS UAI LTO IVR 

AC Pearson 
Correlation 

1 -.643
**

 .095 -.618
**

 .902
**

 .412
*
 .021 -.128 .345 .061 .394 -.205 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .001 .650 .001 .000 .040 .919 .543 .091 .773 .051 .325 

N 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 

CE Pearson 
Correlation 

-.643
**

 1 -.667
**

 .186 -.911
**

 -.560
**

 .179 .168 -.375 -.102 -.395 .270 

Sig. (2-tailed) .001  .000 .374 .000 .004 .392 .422 .065 .629 .051 .191 

N 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 

AE Pearson 
Correlation 

.095 -.667
**

 1 -.284 .428
*
 .843

**
 -.259 -.299 .101 .098 .172 -.341 

Sig. (2-tailed) .650 .000  .169 .033 .000 .210 .146 .631 .640 .412 .095 

N 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 

RO Pearson 
Correlation 

-.618
**

 .186 -.284 1 -.438
*
 -.755

**
 -.007 .289 -.048 -.049 -.177 .295 

Sig. (2-tailed) .001 .374 .169  .029 .000 .973 .161 .819 .816 .396 .153 

N 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 

AC_CE Pearson 
Correlation 

.902
**

 -.911
**

 .428
*
 -.438

*
 1 .538

**
 -.090 -.164 .397

*
 .090 .435

*
 -.263 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .033 .029  .006 .670 .434 .049 .668 .030 .204 

N 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 

AE_RO Pearson 
Correlation 

.412
*
 -.560

**
 .843

**
 -.755

**
 .538

**
 1 -.173 -.367 .096 .095 .217 -.398

*
 

Sig. (2-tailed) .040 .004 .000 .000 .006  .407 .071 .648 .652 .298 .049 

N 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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<Table IV-11> Poland Correlations between Learning Style Scores and Cultural Dimension Index Scores 
 AC CE AE RO AC_CE AE_RO PDI IDV MAS UAI LTO IVR 

AC Pearson 
Correlation 

1 -.511
*
 .162 -.391 .812

**
 .303 .072 -.096 .276 -.010 .249 .016 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .018 .482 .080 .000 .182 .757 .679 .226 .965 .276 .945 

N 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 

CE Pearson 
Correlation 

-.511
*
 1 -.624

**
 -.031 -.917

**
 -.362 .173 .153 -.078 -.305 -.247 .121 

Sig. (2-tailed) .018  .003 .895 .000 .106 .453 .508 .736 .179 .281 .602 

N 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 

AE Pearson 
Correlation 

.162 -.624
**

 1 -.564
**

 .499
*
 .902

**
 -.201 .053 -.045 .012 .109 .334 

Sig. (2-tailed) .482 .003  .008 .021 .000 .382 .821 .847 .959 .639 .140 

N 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 

RO Pearson 
Correlation 

-.391 -.031 -.564
**

 1 -.161 -.865
**

 -.025 -.162 -.077 .348 -.038 -.539
*
 

Sig. (2-tailed) .080 .895 .008  .486 .000 .914 .483 .741 .123 .870 .012 

N 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 

AC_CE Pearson 
Correlation 

.812
**

 -.917
**

 .499
*
 -.161 1 .387 -.084 -.148 .181 .202 .283 -.074 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .021 .486  .083 .717 .521 .431 .380 .213 .748 

N 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 

AE_RO Pearson 
Correlation 

.303 -.362 .902
**

 -.865
**

 .387 1 -.109 .117 .013 -.175 .086 .485
*
 

Sig. (2-tailed) .182 .106 .000 .000 .083  .639 .614 .955 .449 .711 .026 

N 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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<Table IV-12> Russia Correlations between Learning Style Scores and Cultural Dimension Index Scores 
 AC CE AE RO AC_CE AE_RO PDI IDV MAS UAI LTO IVR 

AC Pearson 
Correlation 

1 -.632
**

 .198 -.308 .869
**

 .275 -.210 -.277 .190 -.142 .158 .097 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .000 .322 .118 .000 .165 .294 .161 .343 .481 .431 .631 

N 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 

CE Pearson 
Correlation 

-.632
**

 1 -.469
*
 -.073 -.933

**
 -.218 .247 .242 -.119 .222 -.026 .081 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000  .014 .718 .000 .275 .215 .223 .553 .266 .899 .687 

N 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 

AE Pearson 
Correlation 

.198 -.469
*
 1 -.683

**
 .392

*
 .919

**
 .315 -.034 .078 .009 .246 -.186 

Sig. (2-tailed) .322 .014  .000 .043 .000 .110 .868 .700 .965 .217 .352 

N 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 

RO Pearson 
Correlation 

-.308 -.073 -.683
**

 1 -.096 -.916
**

 -.421
*
 -.005 -.096 -.133 -.347 .038 

Sig. (2-tailed) .118 .718 .000  .632 .000 .029 .980 .634 .509 .076 .851 

N 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 

AC_CE Pearson 
Correlation 

.869
**

 -.933
**

 .392
*
 -.096 1 .267 -.255 -.284 .165 -.208 .090 -.007 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .043 .632  .178 .199 .151 .412 .299 .656 .973 

N 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 

AE_RO Pearson 
Correlation 

.275 -.218 .919
**

 -.916
**

 .267 1 .401
*
 -.016 .095 .077 .323 -.123 

Sig. (2-tailed) .165 .275 .000 .000 .178  .038 .938 .638 .704 .101 .542 

N 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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<Table IV-13> South Africa Correlations between Learning Style Scores and Cultural Dimension Index Scores 
 AC CE AE RO AC_CE AE_RO PDI IDV MAS UAI LTO IVR 

AC Pearson 
Correlation 

1 -.383 .082 -.417
*
 .785

**
 .262 .032 .176 .043 -.165 .049 -.232 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .072 .711 .048 .000 .227 .887 .422 .844 .452 .825 .287 

N 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 

CE Pearson 
Correlation 

-.383 1 -.552
**

 .040 -.873
**

 -.333 -.190 -.085 -.200 -.182 .313 .257 

Sig. (2-tailed) .072  .006 .858 .000 .120 .386 .698 .360 .405 .145 .236 

N 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 

AE Pearson 
Correlation 

.082 -.552
**

 1 -.701
**

 .413 .929
**

 .213 -.056 .447
*
 .060 -.343 -.011 

Sig. (2-tailed) .711 .006  .000 .050 .000 .328 .799 .032 .787 .109 .962 

N 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 

RO Pearson 
Correlation 

-.417
*
 .040 -.701

**
 1 -.247 -.915

**
 -.100 .019 -.355 .187 .091 -.048 

Sig. (2-tailed) .048 .858 .000  .256 .000 .649 .933 .096 .393 .680 .827 

N 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 

AC_CE Pearson 
Correlation 

.785
**

 -.873
**

 .413 -.247 1 .362 .144 .150 .157 .035 -.184 -.295 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .050 .256  .090 .513 .494 .474 .874 .400 .172 

N 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 

AE_RO Pearson 
Correlation 

.262 -.333 .929
**

 -.915
**

 .362 1 .173 -.041 .437
*
 -.063 -.241 .019 

Sig. (2-tailed) .227 .120 .000 .000 .090  .430 .851 .037 .775 .267 .931 

N 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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<Table IV-14> Vietnam Correlations between Learning Style Scores and Cultural Dimension Index Scores 

 AC CE AE RO AC_CE AE_RO PDI IDV MAS UAI LTO IVR 

AC Pearson 
Correlation 

1 -.541
**

 -.116 -.278 .881
**

 .083 .419
*
 -.010 .178 -.344 -.170 .019 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .004 .565 .160 .000 .681 .030 .959 .373 .079 .397 .927 

N 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 

CE Pearson 
Correlation 

-.541
**

 1 -.313 -.044 -.875
**

 -.152 -.187 .284 .004 .242 .234 .205 

Sig. (2-tailed) .004  .111 .829 .000 .451 .351 .151 .986 .224 .241 .306 

N 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 

AE Pearson 
Correlation 

-.116 -.313 1 -.691
**

 .110 .924
**

 -.041 -.251 .098 .295 -.192 -.084 

Sig. (2-tailed) .565 .111  .000 .585 .000 .839 .206 .628 .136 .338 .678 

N 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 

RO Pearson 
Correlation 

-.278 -.044 -.691
**

 1 -.136 -.915
**

 -.158 .036 -.258 -.219 .151 -.098 

Sig. (2-tailed) .160 .829 .000  .500 .000 .431 .858 .195 .273 .451 .626 

N 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 

AC_CE Pearson 
Correlation 

.881
**

 -.875
**

 .110 -.136 1 .133 .346 -.166 .101 -.334 -.229 -.105 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .585 .500  .508 .077 .407 .617 .088 .250 .603 

N 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 

AE_RO Pearson 
Correlation 

.083 -.152 .924
**

 -.915
**

 .133 1 .061 -.159 .191 .280 -.187 .005 

Sig. (2-tailed) .681 .451 .000 .000 .508  .763 .428 .340 .157 .350 .979 

N 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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Even though there was no significant correlation found for the employees in India, 

all the other country samples showed at least one correlation between learning style and 

cultural dimensions.  In five countries: China, India, Korea, Mexico and Poland, the 

Indulgence vs. Restraint dimension had significant relationships with one or more 

learning style index scores. There was no correlation found for Individualism and 

Uncertainty Avoidance with learning styles.  

 

4. Do demographical factors have any significant impact on the 

employees’ learning styles? 

A. Gender 

To explore the relationship between gender and learning styles, a t-test was 

implemented as illustrated in Table IV-15. There’s no significant impact by gender 

on the learning styles.  

B. Age 

Originally, the survey question for this study on the respondents’ ages had seven 

options: 20~24, 25~29, 30~34, 35~39, 40~49, 50~59, 60 or older; however there 

was no option that divided employees in their 20s and 30s into four age groups with 

respondents in the 60+ group separately.  So, this analysis uses four age groups: 

20~29, 30~34, 40~49 and 50 or older. To explore the relationship between age and 

the learning styles, the distribution of the learning styles by age is shown in Table 
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IV-16. The ANOVA result indicates no significant difference in learning styles by 

age. 

<Table IV-15> Independent Sample T-Test Result of Learning Styles by Gender 

  Gender N Mean SD t Sig. (2-tailed) 

AC male 177 29.86 5.840 .137 .891 

female 88 29.76 5.579 .139 .889 

CE male 177 31.00 6.379 1.125 .261 

female 88 30.03 6.970 1.092 .276 

AE male 177 29.51 6.614 -1.266 .207 

female 88 30.65 7.437 -1.217 .225 

RO male 177 29.61 6.161 .082 .935 

female 88 29.55 5.839 .083 .934 

AC-CE male 177 -1.14 10.957 -.607 .544 

female 88 -.27 10.761 -.611 .542 

AE-RO male 177 -.10 11.581 -.796 .427 

female 88 1.10 11.628 -.795 .428 

 

<Table IV-16> One-Way ANOVA Result of Learning Styles by Age 

 
Sum of 

Squares Mean Square F Sig. 

AC Between Groups 75.292 25.097 .758 .518 

Within Groups 8636.067 33.088     

CE Between Groups 312.375 104.125 2.441 .065 

Within Groups 11131.361 42.649     

AE Between Groups 162.332 54.111 1.137 .335 

Within Groups 12426.272 47.610     

RO Between Groups 30.023 10.008 .272 .846 

Within Groups 9616.143 36.843     

AC-CE Between Groups 654.488 218.163 1.861 .137 

Within Groups 30595.475 117.224     

AE-RO Between Groups 269.129 89.710 .665 .574 

Within Groups 35186.320 134.813     
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C. Years of Education 

   Learning styles are regarded as individual traits; however people are taught how 

they learn at schools. The ANOVA result in Table IV-17 indicates that years of 

education has a significant relationship with Active Experimentation (p = .045).  

 

<Table IV-17> One-Way ANOVA Result of Learning Styles by Years of Education 

 
Sum of 

Squares Mean Square F Sig. 

AC Between Groups 110.580 55.290 1.684 .188 

Within Groups 8600.779 32.827     

CE Between Groups 124.259 62.130 1.438 .239 

Within Groups 11319.477 43.204     

AE Between Groups 294.923 147.462 3.143 .045* 

Within Groups 12293.680 46.922     

RO Between Groups 182.490 91.245 2.526 .082 

Within Groups 9463.676 36.121     

AC-CE Between Groups 418.097 209.049 1.776 .171 

Within Groups 30831.865 117.679     

AE-RO Between Groups 900.254 450.127 3.413 .034 

Within Groups 34555.195 131.890     

*P<0.05 

 

D. Areas of Specialization 

   In this study, areas of specialization are divided into eleven groups: Accounting 

and Finance, Customer Service, Human Resources, Marketing, Material or 
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Procurement, Production, Quality, R&D, Sales, SCM or Logistics, and others. 

According to the ANOVA result on Table IV-18, areas of specialization have very 

significant relationships with Concrete Experimentation (p = .016) and AC-CE 

score (p value = 0.011).  

 

<Table IV-18> One-Way ANOVA Result of Learning Styles by Areas of 
Specialization 

 
Sum of 

Squares Mean Square F Sig. 

AC Between Groups 546.378 49.671 1.539 .118 

Within Groups 8164.981 32.273     

CE Between Groups 992.230 90.203 2.184 .016* 

Within Groups 10451.506 41.310     

AE Between Groups 830.811 75.528 1.625 .092 

Within Groups 11757.793 46.473     

RO Between Groups 543.086 49.371 1.372 .186 

Within Groups 9103.080 35.981     

AC-CE Between Groups 2845.410 258.674 2.304 .011* 

Within Groups 28404.553 112.271     

AE-RO Between Groups 2516.617 228.783 1.757 .062 

Within Groups 32938.832 130.193     

*P<0.05 

 

Figure IV-6 shows that the average learning style preferences for all the areas of 

specialization are positioned in all four quadrants. The employees in Customer 

Service, Production, SCM and Quality have the Diverging style; the employees in 

Material/Procurement and R&D have the Accommodating style; the employees in 
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Accounting/Finance, Marketing and HR have the Converging style; and the 

employees in Sales have the Assimilating style. 

 

 

<Figure IV-4> Differences in the Learning Style Preferences by Areas of 
Specialization 

 

E. Positions (Grades) 

   After joining a company, employees become promoted based on the duration of 

their service or by the performance evaluations. In LG Electronics, promotions are 

made by four stages: G1 (Associates), G2 (Assistant Managers), G3 (Managers), G4 

(Senior Managers or Directors), G5 (Executives). This study didn’t include G5 as a 
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sample group. Table IV-19 shows that grades have significant relationships with 

Concrete Experimentation (p = .025) and with AC-CE (p = .025).  

 

<Table IV-19> One-Way ANOVA Result of Learning Styles by Grade 

 
Sum of 

Squares 

Mean  

Square F Sig. 

AC Between Groups 212.202 53.050 1.623 .169 

Within Groups 8499.157 32.689     

CE Between Groups 479.592 119.898 2.843 .025* 

Within Groups 10964.144 42.170     

AE Between Groups 328.496 82.124 1.742 .141 

Within Groups 12260.108 47.154     

RO Between Groups 166.186 41.546 1.139 .338 

Within Groups 9479.980 36.461     

AC-CE Between Groups 1310.076 327.519 2.844 .025* 

Within Groups 29939.886 115.153     

AE-RO Between Groups 920.265 230.066 1.732 .143 

Within Groups 34535.184 132.828     

*P<0.05 

 

 

F. Year of Service 

  Table IV-20 shows that year of service doesn’t have any significant 

relationship with the learning styles.  
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<Table IV-20> One-Way ANOVA Result of Learning Styles by Years of Service 

 
Sum of 

Squares 

Mean 

Square F Sig. 

AC Between Groups 182.705 45.676 1.392 .237 

Within Groups 8528.653 32.803     

CE Between Groups 377.973 94.493 2.220 .067 

Within Groups 11065.763 42.561     

AE Between Groups 132.595 33.149 .692 .598 

Within Groups 12456.009 47.908     

RO Between Groups 299.286 74.822 2.081 .084 

Within Groups 9346.880 35.950     

AC-CE Between Groups 872.474 218.118 1.867 .117 

Within Groups 30377.489 116.836     

AE-RO Between Groups 615.481 153.870 1.148 .334 

Within Groups 34839.968 134.000     

 

 

5. Discussion of Findings  

 A. Cultural Differences 

Out of the six cultural dimensions investigated in this study, Masculinity (p 

= .001), Long-term Orientation (p = .000) and Indulgence (p = .019) are 

significantly different among the compared countries. Hofstede’s Value Survey 

Module is not designed to compare individual responses, but to compare country 

average scores. However, it still seems meaningful to find the differences in the 

index scores for the six dimensions because the average scores are based on the 
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individual responses. 

In the manual for VSM 2013, Hofstede mentioned that the comparisons should 

be based on matched samples of respondents: people similar on all criteria other 

than nationality that could systematically affect the answers. So, this study 

investigated the index scores of ten different countries which have many similarities 

with Hofstede’s country index scores (2010). There are also some discrepancies 

especially for Individuality and Uncertainty Avoidance. Regarding the country 

samples, Brazil had the most discrepancies with Hofstede’s results. 

B. Learning Style Differences 

     This study verified the significant differences among the employees’ learning 

styles working in ten different countries: Brazil, China, India, Indonesia, Korea, 

Mexico, Poland, Russia, South Africa and Vietnam. They represent five continents: 

Asia, Europe, America, CIS and Africa. The ANOVA result indicates a statistically 

significant difference for CE and AE among the nationalities (p for CE = 0.021 and 

p for AE = .000). It also shows that AE-RO scores are different significantly among 

the nationalities (p = .003). 

C. Correlation between Cultural Dimensions and Learning Styles 

The third research question was on the relationships between the cultural 

dimensions and the learning styles. According to prior studies, such as Boland et 

al.’s (2011), there is a significant association between the student’s preference in 
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learning by doing/watching (AE-RO) and Individualism as well as thinking/feeling 

(AC-CE) and Masculinity.   

In this study, Power Distance and Indulgence correlated the most with 

different learning styles. Power Distance correlated significantly with Active 

Experimentation (.340) for Brazilians; with Reflective Observation (.421) for 

Russians; and with Abstract Conceptualization (.419) for Vietnamese. IVR 

correlated significantly with AE-RO (-.398) for South African; with Active 

Experimentation (-.424) for Chinese; with Concrete Experience (.461) for Indians; 

with Abstract Conceptualization (.371) for Koreans; and with Reflective 

Observation (-.539) for Polish. 

D. Demographic Factors on Learning Styles 

      Gender, age and years of service didn’t have any significant relationship 

with the learning styles. However, year of education has a significant relationship 

with Active Experimentation (p = .045). Areas of specialization have very 

significant relationships with Concrete Experimentation (p = .016) and AC-CE 

score (p value = 0.011).  Positions (grades) have significant relationships with 

Concrete Experimentation (p = .025) and with AC-CE (p = .025). 
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V. SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 

1. Summary 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the learning styles of the employees 

in various countries working for a multinational corporation in the aspect of cultural 

differences. Based on several prior studies, the following research questions were 

raised: (1) How different is culture in various countries? (2) Are there any 

significant differences in learning styles among the employees in various countries? 

(3) Does culture have any significant impact on the learning styles? (4) Do 

demographical factors have any significant impact on the employees’ learning 

styles? 

   A survey questionnaire was used as the only research tool on three areas: 

cultural value, learning style and demographic information. The population of the 

study consisted of employees in a multinational corporation and LG Electronics was 

chosen by using the purposeful sampling method. To compare the learning styles of 

employees working in various locations, a total sample of 286 subjects from 10 

countries was used for this research. As the target population uses various languages, 

the survey recipients were carefully chosen with the help from HR teams in various 

subsidiaries around the world. 
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   Although the survey questionnaire was developed and tested by the renowned 

scholars, such as David Kolb and Geert Hofstede, this questionnaire was still tested 

to see if it is statistically reliable. The survey data were analyzed to find the answers 

for the research questions by using different statistical methods, including 

correlation analysis, t-test and ANOVA. SPSS Statistics version 19 was used for all 

the verifications.   

 

2. Conclusion  

First, the examined countries in this study: Brazil, China, India, Indonesia, 

Korea, Mexico, Poland, Russia, South Africa and Vietnam differ from one another 

based on the examination of their cultural dimension index scores. Among the six 

cultural dimensions that were investigated, the Masculinity, Long-term Orientation 

and Indulgence dimensions had significant differences among the employees in ten 

countries.  

Second, the analysis revealed that the average learning style patterns for the 

employees working for this multinational corporation vary depending on their 

nationalities. As statistical significance was found for Active Experimentation vs. 

Reflective Observation style differences, it is important to consider which training 

methods – between hands-on experience and video clip watching – have to be 

considered for employees from different countries. Although India and Indonesia 
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have similarities in many of the cultural dimensions, they differ in the Active 

Experimentation – Reflective Observation styles while both countries prefer 

Concrete Experimentation to Abstract Conceptualization.  

Third, unlike prior studies that found a relationship between individualism and 

learning styles, this study found that learning styles have stronger correlations with 

Power Distance and Indulgence vs. Restraint than the other cultural dimensions. It 

is well known that instructors or trainers have more respect or control in strong 

power distance cultures, however the Indulgence vs. Restraint dimension which is 

relatively new hasn’t been studied in the aspect of different learning styles.   

Finally, this study verified the significant effect by years of education, areas of 

specialization and positions (grades) on the learning style preferences among 

several demographic variables. Joy & Kolb (2009) pointed out that the area of 

specialization has a slightly larger effect on determining a person’s preference for 

abstraction and concreteness than culture does, and this indicates that it is also 

important to be careful when making decisions on training methods by looking at 

this demographic information.  

 

3. Recommendations for Further Study 

First, a major obstacle in studying learning styles in a corporate context is 

measurement, since most well-established and best-validated tools were developed 
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for use in basic psychological research or educational settings (Hayes & Allison, 

1996). There has been little empirical research to evaluate the effect of different 

learning styles in work organizations.  More research is necessary to identify ways 

to study and measure the relationship between culture and learning styles so that 

corporate practitioners can come up with more suitable training programs for 

employees from various cultural backgrounds. 

Second, it could be meaningful to consider how corporate culture plays a role as 

an influential variable for learning style preference. Corporate culture consists of 

attitudes, values, experience and beliefs, and these are similar to the traits in a 

national culture; however these traits are especially useful for reaching the goals of 

an organization (Gottert, 2008). If more than one multinational corporation could be 

researched, how their corporate cultures influence employees’ learning styles can be 

compared.  

Finally, further studies in a corporate learning context are recommended be 

extended to practical advice for HRD practitioners. Defining certain countries with 

one dominant learning style preference is not enough. Based on the characteristics 

of learning styles or learning environments, researchers can provide guidelines that 

suggest training methodologies, such as role plays or case studies that work best for 

different learning styles.    
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[Appendix] Survey Questionnaire 

This survey is to find different learning styles and important values of the 

employees who are working for LG Electronics in different countries. Your 

participation for the task by way of answering this survey is vital. Kindly fill up 

the questionnaire with honesty. There are 43 questions and it will take about 

15~20 minutes to answer. 

 
  Part I. Learning Styles Survey 

  

     You will be asked to complete 12 sentences that describe learning. Each has 

four endings. To respond to these sentences, consider some of recent learning 

situations. Then rank the endings for each sentence according to how well you 

think each ending describes the way you learned. Write 4 next to the sentence 

ending that describes how you learned best, down to 1 for the sentence ending 

that seems least like the way you learned. Don't make ties. Assign each number 

only once; otherwise, it will invalidate your scores! 

 

1. When I learn:  

  

 ㆍ 
   I like to deal with my feelings.  

 ㆍ 
   I like to think about ideas.  

 ㆍ 
   I like to be doing things.  

 ㆍ 
   I like to watch and listen.  

 

  
  

2. I learn best when:  

  

 ㆍ 
   I listen and watch carefully.  

 ㆍ 
   I rely on logical thinking.  

 ㆍ 
   I trust my feelings.  

 ㆍ 
   I work hard to get things done.  
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3. When I am learning:  

  

 ㆍ 
   I tend to reason things out.  

 ㆍ 
   I am responsible about things.  

 ㆍ 
   I am quiet and reserved.  

 ㆍ 
   I have strong feelings and reactions.  

 

  
 4. I learn by:  

  

 ㆍ 
   feeling. 

 ㆍ 
   doing.  

 ㆍ 
   watching.  

 ㆍ 
   thinking.  

 

  
  

5. When I learn:  

  

 ㆍ 
   I am open to new experience  

 ㆍ 
   I lack at all sides of issues.  

 ㆍ 
   I like to analyze things, break them into their parts.  

 ㆍ 
   I like to try things out.  

 

  
  

6. When I am learning:  

  

 ㆍ 
   I am an observing person.  

 ㆍ 
   I am an active person.  

 ㆍ 
   I am an intuitive person.  

 ㆍ 
   I ama logical person.  
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7. I learn best from:  

  

 ㆍ 
   observation.  

 ㆍ 
   personal relationships.  

 ㆍ 
   rational theores 

 ㆍ 
   a chance to try out and practice.  

 

  
  

8. When I learn:  

  

 ㆍ 
   I like to see results from my work.  

 ㆍ 
   I like ideas and theorie. 

 ㆍ 
   I take my time before acting.  

 ㆍ 
   I feel personally involved in things.  

 

  
  

9. I learn best when:  

  

 ㆍ 
   I rely on my observatins. 

 ㆍ 
   I rely on my feelings.  

 ㆍ 
   I can try things out for myself.  

 ㆍ 
   I rely on my ideas.  

 

  
  

10. When I am learning:  

  

 ㆍ 
   I am  reserved person.  

 ㆍ 
   I am an accepting person.  

 ㆍ 
   I am a responsible person.  

 ㆍ 
   I am a rational person  
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11. When  learn:  

  

 ㆍ 
   I get involved.  

 ㆍ 
   I like to observe.  

 ㆍ 
   I evaluate things.  

 ㆍ 
    lie to be active  

 

  
  

12. I learn best when:  

  

 ㆍ 
   I analyze ideas.  

 ㆍ 
   I am receptive and open-minded.  

 ㆍ 
   I am carefl.  

 ㆍ 
   I am practical.  

 

  
  

Part II. Value Survey 
 

Please think of an ideal job, disregarding your present job, if you have one. In 

choosing an ideal job, how important would it be to you to ...  

 

13. have sufficient time for your personal or home life 

  

  of utmost importance  

  very important  

  of moderate importance  

  of little importance  

  of very little or no importance  
 

  
  

14. have a boss(direct superior) you can respect. 

  

  of utmost importance  

  very important  

  of moderate importance  

  of little importance  

  of very little or no importance  
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15. get recognition for good performance 

  

  of utmost importance  

  very important  

  of moderate importance  

  of little importance  

  of very little or no importance  
 

  
  

16. have security of employment 

  

  of utmost importance  

  very important  

  of moderate importance  

  of little importance  

  of very little or no importance  
 

  
  

17. have pleasant people to work with 

  

  of utmost importance  

  very important  

  of modest importance  

  of little importance  

  of very little or no importance  
 

  
  

18. do work that is interesting. 

  

  of utmost importance  

  very important  

  of moderate importance  

  of little importance  

  of very little or no importance  
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19. be consulted by your boss in decisions involving your work. 

  

  of utmost importance  

  very important  

  of moderate importance  

  of little importance  

  of very little or no importance  
 

  
  

20. live in a desirable area 

  

  of utmost importance  

  very important  

  of moderate importance  

  of little importance  

  of very little or no importance  
 

  
  

21. have a job respected by your family and friends. 

  

  of utmost importance  

  very important  

  of moderate importance  

  of little importance  

  of very little or no importance  
 

  
  

22. have chances for promotion 

  

  of utmost importance  

  very important  

  of moderate importance  

  of little importance  

  of very little or no importance  
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 In your private life, how important is each of the following to you:  
 

23. keeping time free for fun 

  

  of utmost importance  

  very important  

  of moderate importance  

  of little importance  

  of very little or no importance  
 

  
  

24. moderation: having few desires 

  

  of utmost importance  

  very important  

  of moderate importance  

  of little importance  

  of very little or no importance  
 

  
  

25. doing a service to a friend 

  

  of utmost importance  

  very important  

  of moderate importance  

  of little importance  

  of very little or no importance  
 

  
  

26. thrift (not spending more than needed) 

  

  of utmost importance  

  very important  

  of moderate importance  

  of little importance  

  of very little or no importance  
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27. How often do you feel nervous or tense? 

  

  always  

  usually  

  sometimes  

  seldom  

  never  
 

  
  
 

28. Are you a happy person? 

  

  always  

  usually  

  sometimes  

  seldom  

  never  
 

  
  

29. Do other people or circumstances ever prevent you from doing what you 
really want to? 

  

  yes, always  

  yes, usually  

  sometimes  

  no, seldom  

  no, never  
 

  
  

30. All in all, how would you describe your state of health these days? 

  

  very good  

  good  

  fair  

  poor  

  very poor  
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31. How proud are you to be a citizen of your country? 

  

  very proud  

  fairly proud  

  somewhat proud  

  not very proud  

  not proud at all  
 

  
  

32. How often, in your experience, are subordinates afraid to contradict their 
boss (or students their teacher)? 

  

  never  

  seldom  

  sometimes  

  usually  

  always  
 

  
  

 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements? 
 

33. One can be a good manager without having a precise answer to every 
question that a subordinate may raise about his or her work 

  

  strongly agree  

  agree  

  undecided  

  disagree  

  strongly disagree  
 

  
  

34. Persistent efforts are the surest way to results. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  strongly agree  

  agree  

  undecided  

  disagree  

  strongly disagree  
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 35. An organization structure in which certain subordinates have two bosses 

should be avoided at all cost. 

  

  strongly agree  

  agree  

  undecided  

  disagree  

  strongly disagree  
 

  
  

36. A company's or organization's rules should not be broken - not even when 
the employee thinks breaking the rule would be in the organization's best 
interest. 

  

  strongly agree  

  agree  

  undecided  

  disagree  

  strongly disagree  
 

  
  

Some information about yourself (for statistical purposes): 
 

37. Are you:  

    male  

  female  
 

  
  

38. How old are you? 

  

  20-24  

  25-29  

  30~34  

  35~39  

  40~49  

  50~59  

  60 or over  
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39. How many years of formal school education (or their equivalent) did you 
complete (starting with primary school)? 

  

  10 years of less  

  11 years  

  12 years  

  13 years  

  14 years  

  15 years  

  16 years  

  17 years  

  18 years or over  
 

  
  

40. What is your nationality? 

    

 
 

  
  

41. What is your grade? 

  

  G1 (associate)  

  G2 (assistant manager) 

  G3 (manager) 

  G4 (director) 
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42. What is your job? 

  

  accounting/finance  

  CS  

  HR  

  marketing  

  material/procurement  

  production  

  quality  

  R&D  

  sales  

  SCM/logistics  
 

  
  

43. How long have you been working for LG Electronics? 

  

  less than 1 year  

  over 1 year and less than 5 years  

  over 5 years and less than 10 years  

  over 10 years and less than 20 years  

  over 20 years  
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국문 초록 

 

다국적 기업 사무직 직원들의 학습 스타일에  

대한 비교 문화 연구 
 

교육학 석사학위 논문 

서울대학교 대학원, 2015년 

김상학 

 

이 연구의 목적은 브라질, 중국, 인도, 인도네시아, 한국, 멕시코, 폴

란드, 러시아, 남아프리카 공화국, 베트남 등 10개국에서 근무하는 다국적 

기업 사무직 직원들의 학습 스타일의 차이를 살펴보는데 있다. 구체적인 

연구 목적은 먼저 10개 국가 간에 문화 차이가 있는지 밝힌 후에, 국가 

별 직원들의 학습 스타일에 차이가 있는지 확인하는 것이다. 국가 간에 

문화의 차이가 있다면, 이 차이가 직원들이 학습 스타일과 유의미한 관계

가 있는지 밝힌 후에 인구통계학적인 특성들 (성별, 나이, 직무, 직급, 근

속년수, 학력 등)이 학습 스타일과 유의미한 관계가 있는지 살펴보는 것

이다.  

   이 연구의 모집단은 다국적 기업에 근무 중인 사무직 직원이며, 목표 

모집단은 다국적 기업의 하나인 LG전자에 근무 중인 사무직 직원이다. 

파일롯 조사가 4월 6일에 15개국에 거주하는 영어로 설문 응답이 가능한 

100명의 사무직 직원들을 대상으로 진행되어 4월 17일까지 58명으로부터 

회신을 받았다. 설문 항목들은 설문 도구가 원래 개발된 언어인 영어로 

보내졌다. 본 조사는 4월 27일부터 6월 27일까지 주로 사내 전산망에 있
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는 설문 시스템을 통해 이루어졌으며 일부 응답은 외부 설문 시스템을 

통해 받았다. 영어가 모국어가 아닌 사람들의 경우 응답을 제대로 할 수 

없기 때문에 각국의 해외 법인에 근무하는 HR 담당자들로부터 영어 가

능자들을 추천 받아 총 1,250명의 대상에게 설문이 발송되었고 이중 463

명(35.5%)으로부터 회신을 받았으며, 분석 대상으로 정한 10개국 외의 응

답자들 149명 및 질문에 충실히 응답하지 않은 29명의 응답을 제외하고 

285명의 응답이 분석에 사용되었다. 

   이 연구에서 수집된 자료는 Windows SPSS 19.0 통계 프로그램을 활용

하여 분석하였으며, 모든 분석에 있어서 통계적 유의수준은 5%로 설정하

였다. 주요 통계방법으로는 빈도, 백분율, 평균, 표준편차 등의 기술통계

기법을 활용하였고, 변인 간의 관계를 밝히기 위해 상관관계 분석과 

ANOVA 분석을 사용하였다.  

   이 연구의 결과는 첫째, 홉스테드의 6가지 관점 – 권력거리, 개인주의

/집단주의, 남성주의/여성주의, 불확실 회피 성향, 장기지향성, 관용성/자

제성 중 남성주의/여성주의, 장기지향성, 관용성/자제성에 대해 10개 국가 

간 평균을 비교했을 때 유의미한 차이를 보이는 것으로 나타났다. 홉스테

드가 70년대에 IBM 직원들을 대상으로 연구한 결과와 비교했을 때, 개인

주의/집단주의와 불확실회피 성향 관점에서 공히 조사된 국가들 간에 큰 

차이를 보였으며, 본 연구 브라질 표본의 특성이 홉스테드 표본의 특성과 

큰 차이를 보였다. 둘째, 국가 간 학습 스타일을 비교해 보았을 때 콜브

의 경험학습모형에 나오는 구체적 경험과 능동적 참여의 측면에서 의미 

있는 차이를 보였으며, 네 가지 측면이 대칭으로 비교되어 연속선 상의 

X축, Y축에 표기되는 유형으로는 능동적 참여 – 반성적 관찰의 X축의 수

치 평균에 의미 있는 차이를 보였다. 셋째, 개인주의/집단주의가 학습 스

타일과 관련성이 있다고 밝힌 선행연구 결과들과는 달리 권력거리와 관
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용성/자제성이 다른 관점들에 비해 더욱 강한 상관관계를 보였으며, 학력, 

직무, 직급이 학습 스타일과 의미 있는 상관관계를 보였다. 이러한 결과

는 문화적인 특성 차이에 따라 국가 간 학습 스타일에도 차이가 있으므

로 다국적기업의 교육 담당자들은 교육에 참가하는 대상자들의 국적을 

미리 조사하여 필요한 경우 대상자들에게 더 익숙한 교육 방법 및 환경

을 제공해줄 필요가 있음을 시사한다. 

   이와 같은 결과를 토대로 후속 연구를 위해 다음과 같은 사항을 제안

하였다. 첫째, 기업 근무자들을 대상으로 한 학습 스타일 비교 연구가 더 

이루어져야 기업 교육 담당자들이 시사점을 얻고 적합한 교육 프로그램

을 개발할 수 있겠다. 둘째, 국가의 문화 특성뿐 아니라 기업 고유의 문

화도 소속 직원들의 학습 스타일에 영향을 미칠 수 있으므로 두 개 이상

의 기업들에 대한 비교 연구가 의미 있는 결과를 보여줄 필요가 있다. 마

지막으로 단순히 어느 국가의 문화적 특성이나 학습 스타일에 대한 연구

를 넘어서 이와 같은 특성의 차이가 교육 프로그램을 설계하고 개발하는

데 어떤 구체적인 지침을 줄 수 있을지에 대한 연구가 필요하다. 

------------------------------------------------------------- 

주요어: 다국적기업, 학습 스타일, 문화 차이 

학  번: 2007-21285 
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